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In recent years Education has experienced a call for processes for

evaluation and needs analysis.

In response to this call researchers at

the School of Education, University of Massachusetts have been working
on methodologies to solve these problems.

Methodology is defined as a

systematized, standardized, operationalized set of rules and procedures
for the accomplishment of a defined purpose.

Education has had methods for teaching for many years.

Method is

a "guideline," an "approach," or a "rule of thumb," but method is in-

appropriate in providing for the need for processes in evaluation and
needs analysis.

The Scientific Method has been used in doing research

in education, but this too has proved ineffective in doing evaluation

and needs analysis.

Because of this the researchers at the School of

Education, University of Massachusetts began developing methodologies
to solve these and other problems.

The problem that arose in attempting to carry out the development
how to go about
of these methodologies was that no one knew exactly

carrying out the development.

For this reason, Metamethodology was

ix

.

developed.
a

Metamethodology Is a methodology whose purpose
Is to develop

methodology for any definable purpose.
Metamethodology is a seven-process methodology
designed to develop

methodologies for definable purposes.

The first process in Metamethod-

ology is to choose the problem area for which the
methodology will be
developed.

In the next process the purpose for the methodology
to be

developed is created.

This purpose, when accomplished, will solve the

problem of concern.
Third, the purpose is tested by four criteria.

desirability, operationalizability

,

These criteria are

practicability and the insufficiency

of existing methodologies for the purpose.

Once the purpose has passed

all four criteria, the implications of the purpose are analyzed.

By

carrying out this process the first rough draft of the methodology is
created
Next the purpose is operationalized.

In the sixth process the

gaps in the rough draft are filled and the logic of the new steps and
of the methodology are tested.

Finally, field testing and conclusion-

oriented research are conducted on the newly developed methodology.
Because Metamethodology is a methodology and is under development,
it should be field tested.

This is the problem for this study

carry out the first field test of Metamethodology.
study is two-fold.

—

to

The design of the

Metamethodology is used to develop a methodology,

and the operation and results of each step of Metamethodology are ob-

served.

The data are used to identify problems in Metamethodology and

x

give direction to their solution.

A methodology for the design of instructional simulations was
chosen as the problem for the field test.

The purpose for this method-

ology is to develop simulated experiential techniques for defined learning objectives.

Metamethodology.

A five-process methodology was developed by using
First, the learning objective is chosen.

learning objective is operationalized.

Then the

In the third process, a number

of potential structures for the simulation are outlined, and one is

chosen.

Next the chosen structure is fully developed, and finally the

simulation is tested and revised.
In doing this development, Metamethodology worked well.

However,

the purpose of a field test is to find problems; several very important

problems were identified and solved in this study.

The next step in the

research on Metamethodology is to perform additional field tests until
all problems have been identified and solved.

Finally, it should be noted that Metamethodology can be used now.
It has been used successfully by a number of individuals to develop

methodologies.

It has also been used with great success in the devel-

opment of the Fortune/Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology and of the

Coffing/Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology.

xi
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION:

I

METHODOLOGY

The systematic approach to problems has been with us for a long
time.

In fact,

the statement "There is method in his madness" is a com-

monly used, commonly understood statement.

This sentence is one of the

few statements understood by almost every English-speaking individual

without previous explanation.

Indeed, even the nuances and connotations

are understood almost at once.

Why people so quickly understand is an interesting question.

The

only readily available answer is that people have an experiential base
in the methodical solving of problems.

Furthermore, people have an

appreciation for this approach to problem solving.

One of the major

connotations of that statement is "Don't sell the person short

—he'll

accomplish what he set out to do."
Methods need not appear to be madness.

Methodical problem solving

does not necessarily involve some devious solution that can be perceived
only when the solution is achieved.

People constantly use systematic or

methodical approaches to solve problems and can appreciate the effectiveness of this type of approach.

When

a

person sees an apparently

haphazard approach, he sometimes assumes that there is some purpose,
hence the
some direction, and that it is more systematic than it looks;

reference to the statement in the first paragraph.
actions.
Systematic approaches to problem solving permeate our

In

cultivated, can be
one sense even habits, especially those consciously
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viewed as a result of this pervasiveness.

Any person who is exact in

his actions is referred to as methodical.

Almost everyone plans what he

is going to do, especially if it is important to
him.

Purely random be-

havior confuses and frustrates people because they try to make sense
of
it and glean the

purpose behind it.

Applied Social Science can be contrasted with Physical Science and

basic Social Science.

Social Sciences in general deal with problems of

human beings as opposed to the Physical Sciences, e.g. Chemistry and
Physics, which relate to problems that are inanimate.

Basic Social Sci-

ences, e.g. Psychology and Anthropology, deal with generating knowledge

about human beings and their behaviors.

Applied Social Sciences, e.g.

Education, Business and Law, deal with both practical human problems
and human ends and/or values.

Research methodologies and techniques available to the applied

Social Sciences are in clear need of improvement.

Education has not

been able to solve the problem of educating satisfactorily many of our
Puerto Rican and Black children.

The legal system has not produced a

society free from violence and deceit.

Business has not achieved a

society free from unemployment and inflation.

Clearly, the applied

Social Sciences need to be able to improve their techniques.
One problem with which this dissertation is concerned is that the

applied Social Sciences have no systematic means by which to improve
these techniques and methodologies.

There has been a tendency to use

are in
the research methodologies of the basic Social Sciences, which

focused
appropriate for providing data for decision-making sufficiently

3

on technique and in sufficient quantity.

This issue is discussed in

somewhat greater detail later.

the purpose of this study to

fully explicate this point.

It is not

However, so that the reader will understand

the purpose of this thesis, it should be noted that the end
product of

applied Social Science research is improvement in the state of the art,
e.g.

improvement in educational methods.

The end purpose of basic

Social Science research is knowledge per se

.

The task of this disser-

tation is to develop a solution to this problem

— that

is, to develop a

systematic, operational, standardized set of rules and procedures that
can effectively and efficiently be used to improve research methodolo-

gies and techniques in the applied Social Sciences.

In the military, strategy and tactics are important concepts.
are required training for all officers.
to problems.

Both

Both are systematic approaches

Strategy is the more global approach, while tactics is a

subpart of strategy as well as a specific approach to certain types of
problems.

Where all physical factors are equal in war, the side with

the better strategy and tactics usually comes out on top.

There are formal and informal methods for problem solving.

The

point is that the formal approach to problem solving is useful, has

been around for a long time, and is constantly utilized by people.
Furthermore, formal methods (e.g. mathematics) exist and are discriminated through education, advertising, business and other means.
It is appropriate to introduce some of these methods now.
first, is

the "Scientific Method."

The

Without this method the scientific

achievements of the last 400 years might not have been possible.

One

A

of the strengths of science is that all
scientists follow the same

general procedures in their work and accept the same
rules for establishing something as fact.

A scientist who varies from these general

procedures and rules will find his work unacceptable to the scientific
community and even his credibility and ability doubted.
In education, no teacher can be certified as a secondary or ele-

mentary teacher without taking prescribed methods courses in the subject
areas he/she will be teaching.

In fact, no student teacher in Massachu-

setts is allowed to practice teaching unless he/she has already taken or
is taking at that time the prescribed methods courses.

These courses

are intended to provide teachers with rules of good practice, procedures
and other tools, in order to help them be effective teachers.

A new movement in education is the use of the systems approach and

procedures to help manage our educational enterprises.

This can be seen

in the use of such methods as PPBS, PERT, Delphi, and Computer Modeling.

This is also seen in the recent development of a number of evaluation

models in response to the Government demand for evaluation (Pfeiffer,
1968).

The computer is becoming a major tool in the management of edu-

cational enterprises, and it requires systematic approaches in order to
be used properly.
In addition to the methodical or systematized approach to problem

solving, there is a growing use of methodologies.

This is an approach

a known
that provides a specific, well-defined route which accomplishes

The use of methodologies is a more complete and replicable

purpose.

exists in
approach; and, in addition, methodologies fill a gap that

\
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the systematic approach.

This gap can be readily seen in the section in which the
authors of
the book Limits to Growth justify their use of a computer model
to deal

with the problems they were working on:
At the moment, our only alternatives to a model like this,
based on partial knowledge, are mental models, based on the
mixture of incomplete information and intuition that currently
lies behind most political decisions.
A dynamic model deals
with the same incomplete information available to an intuitive
model, but it allows the organization of information from many
different sources into a feedback loop structure that can be
exactly analyzed (Meadows et al., 1971, p. 122).

The Meadows et al. critique of what they call an intuitive model,

which can also be called a method or systematic approach, is important
here.

They say that an intuitive model cannot provide "a feedback loop

structure that can be exactly analyzed."
is

This is true, for a method

defined as a procedure or process for achieving an end.

All a method

does is provide some rules and procedures that will guide the individual
It can also be said that "rules of thumb,"

in doing some activity.

"guidelines," and "approach" are synonomous with method, for they all

have similar definitions

.

Methodology, on the other hand, is defined as a systematized, standardized, operationalized set of rules and procedures designed to accom-

plish a defined purpose (Thomann, 1973).

A methodology can provide just

need of
the "feedback loop structure" desired (without necessarily the
the computer)

as

long as the purpose implies such a structure.

Since

methodology will be
this may not be readily apparent, the definition of

examined further.
A method has an end or purpose.

In problem solving there is

6

something the individual wants to accomplish;
that

is

the purpose.

Furthermore, the purpose must be defined or, at
the very least, be definable if the individual is to concretely
determine whether or not it
is accomplished.

In using a methodology, the individual would
want to

know before using it whether the methodology accomplishes
its purpose.
A systematized set of rules and procedures means that
there is a
logic, order, or structure epistomology in the particular
organization
or the rules and procedures.

For there is always a reason why one thing

is done the way it is done and when it is done.

The definition of meth-

odology specifies that these reasons be discernible, since an individual
usually finds it easier to carry out procedures when he knows the
reasons behind them.
A standardized set of rules and procedures means that when more
than one individual uses the methodology, each follows the same rules
and procedures.

That means that there must be some common or standard

set of rules and procedures, and they must be documented somewhere.
If

they were not documented, it would be difficult, if not impossible,

to demonstrate that there was a standard and that it was being followed.

Finally, for a set of rules and procedures to be operational, they

must be stated in directly observable behaviors and/or states.

If the

rules and procedures were not operational it would be difficult to know

whether two individuals were using the same procedure and, in addition,
difficult for any individual to know precisely what to do.

This crite-

rion is essential for the other two criteria to be complete.
It is important

to

note that an underlying assumption of this study

7

is

that methodologies are better than methods (see following
discussion)

in most cases in education.

No attempt to prove this assumption will be

made in this study, since it is not the purpose of the study to prove
it, and also because methodology as defined above is only an emerging

theoretical construct; additional analyses will be required before this

assumption can be established.
It is

apparent that there is a difference between method and meth-

odology.

It can be argued that methodologies are more desirable than

methods.

The definitions of the two terms begin to supply the justifi-

cation for the superiority of methodology.

The purpose of introducing

both concepts is to amplify the reader's understanding of methodology.
A look at a few of the methods mentioned previously and an examination
of whether they fit the definition of methodology should further the

reader's understanding.
The "Scientific Method" is not a methodology.

It provides

the

user with only the general guidelines of good research practice and the
various stages the researcher must go through before his results can be

certified as knowledge.

The detailed steps of how to do the research

are neither written nor operational; they are taught in laboratory sec-

most scitions of courses and only bad practice is discouraged, since

entists can only detail bad practices.

Teacher methods are only generalized approaches to teaching.

At

behavior that the
no time does a teaching method prescribe a specific
teacher should use in a specific situation.

In fact, much argument

constitutes a teaching
exists in the educational community as to what

8

method.
(1)

The reasons for the argument in this
case are twofold:

lack of a well-defined purpose that the
method is trying to

accomplish; and
(2)

lack of any sort of operational documentation
and standard-

ization of the rules and procedures of the method.
In short, what is usually called a teaching method
fails to fit the

definition of methodology.
The systems approach and the procedures that encompass this

approach do not fit the definition of methodology.

The approach as a

whole has no clear-cut purpose, and where the procedures have their own
defined purposes they do not have standardized, operationalized sets of
rules and procedures.

John Pfeiffer sums this up when he says:

"The

systems approach is not a set, established thing with clear-cut rules
to follow in dealing with all problems" (Pfeiffer, 1968, p.

3).

In

other words, it is fair to say that the systems approach is a method.
Two areas where methodologies are common are computer programming
and operations research.
a computer program.

In fact, a good example of a methodology is

A computer program is an operationalized, standard-

ized, systematized set of procedures that the computer follows literally
to accomplish a defined purpose

— that

is,

the problem to be solved.

A

program is operationalized and systematized because if it is not the
computer will not be able to process it.

Operations research has a number of tools which may be considered
methodologies.

These include Monte Carlo simulation modeling, Queing

Theory, Numeracy, Game Theory and linear programming (Singh, 1968).

All

9

of

the above tools can be said to have
systematized, operationalized,

standardized rules and procedures.

Specifically, linear programming and

Monte Carlo simulation models do have this, but there
may be some question about the others.
is with

Where these tools may fall down

the requirement of a defined purpose.

as

methodologies

As nearly as this inves-

tigator has been able to discover, the above tools have somewhat varying

purposes, which at this point has made it difficult to determine whether
or not there is a definable purpose for each.

For the rest of this chapter, a computer program will be used as
an example of a methodology, since operations research makes use of the

computer and programming in a number of its tools, which helps explain
why these tools are methodologies.

In fact, it can be claimed that

wherever the computer is being used methodologies are being used.
Finally, a comparison between method and methodology elucidates
a number of differences and similarities between the two.

Both method

and methodology stem from a purpose, but while an individual using a

methodology wants

a

well-defined purpose in order to determine whether

he is accomplishing the purpose, a person using a method is content with
a general sense of purpose and a general sense of accomplishment.

Both

method and methodology have rules and procedures; but the rules and

procedures of a method are like guidelines within which considerable

variance is possible.

Sometimes this variance may be detrimental to

accomplishing the purpose.

On the other hand, a methodology demands

that its rules and procedures be operational

actly and having no variance in application.

— that

is, followable ex-
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The separation of the two concepts— method and
methodology— is due
to a need to be specific.

side.

Methods and methodologies can exist side by

Depending on the nature of the problem, either

odology might be applied.

a

method or meth-

The reason for delineating the two concepts

here is that it is much easier to use and understand methods if one has
a feeling for,

understanding of, and experience in using methodologies.

Therefore, one final concept concerning methodologies will be discussed.

A methodology can be looked upon as an abstract but operational

solution to a class of problems.

It is abstract because it does not

supply a specific solution to a specific problem, but it supplies the

means by which that specific solution may be derived.

There is no so-

lution to a specific problem until the methodology is used, because the

methodology only supplies the means by which the solution is produced.
For example, a computer program is an abstract solution.

It only sup-

plies the means by which the computer arrives at the specific solution;
the program needs to have the data concerning a specific application

supplied to it.
A methodology is an operational solution because the steps by which

one arrives at the solution are as prescriptive as possible.

Besides,

the definition of methodology specifies that it must have operational-

ized rules and procedures.

Therefore, an individual using a methodology

knows exactly how the solution was reached and could do it over again.
a machine
The computer program is operational since the computer is only

not operational.
and so far incapable of interpreting anything that is

because any
Finally, a methodology deals with a class of problems

.
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specific problem has particular characteristics which
make it similar to
other problems, and the steps are designed on the
general problem.

By

accounting for the particular circumstances, a specific problem
is then
dealt with.

A program deals with a class of problems because the only

restrictions on using it are:
(1)

the program must be able to answer your question; and

(2)

the data must correspond to the way the program inputs data.

Since there are no restrictions as to the when, where, etc. that define
the particular problem,

a computer

program will solve a general class of

problems
This concept of an operational abstraction is inherent in the

definition of methodology and helps to complete the identification of
a

methodology.

If

one can fit one's prospective methodology into this

concept, then it will more than likely meet the definition.

Finally,

this concept gives us a more complete idea of what methodologies are
and the reasons for using resources to develop them.

If a solution can

be developed that is not situation specific but is applicable to a class
of problems,

then it makes sense to develop that generalized solution

rather than a new solution for each and every problem.
This document is concerned with a methodology for the development
of other methodologies, called Metamethodology.

What follows will be a

report on the current state of Metamethodology, the results of the first
field test of Metamethodology, and the modifications of Metamethodology

based on the field test.
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CHAPTER

II

METAMETHODOLOGY

II

.

1

Background

In the last four years, the development of methodologies for the

field of education has become a major pursuit of scholars at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts.

Three areas in particular have been subjected

to a demand for methodology and have seen the subsequent development of

methodologies for each.
needs analysis.

These areas are evaluation, client-demand and

The need for an evaluation methodology to solve the

purpose of providing data for decision-making has been documented by
Benedict (1971, 1973a, 1973b).

Development of the For tune /Hut chins on

Evaluation Methodology is being carried out at the School of Education,

University of Massachusetts, and is being used by a number of projects
and School operations throughout New England.

Methodology for client-

demand is being developed for the purpose of determining client-demand
for public services.

Coffing (1971, 1973a, 1973b) documents both the

need for and development of methodology in this area.

To provide needs

data for use in decision-making is the purpose of the Coffing /Hutch ins on
Hutchinson
Needs Analysis Methodology developed initially by Coffing and
at

the School of Education, University of Massachusetts,

and further

Educational
developed under a federal grant to the Area Cooperative for

Services in New Haven, Connecticut (Coffing, 1973c).

More than a dozen

of Education,
other methodologies are being developed at the School

University of Massachusetts.
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The need for methodologies in education and the desire of
the

researchers at the University of Massachusetts to fill this need led
to
the discovery of a major gap in the process of the development of meth-

odologies.

There was no methodology or method in existence that could

be used to develop methodologies (Thomann, 1972a, 1973).

In early dis-

cussions concerning the development of the Fortune /Hutchins on Evaluation

Methodology the question of "How was this developed?" arose (Hutchinson
Thomann, 1972).

&

The decision to develop a methodology for the purpose of developing

methodology for any definable purpose seemed to be what was needed.

a

Before this was done, however, a number of fields where methodologies
might exist were investigated.

First, it was determined whether or not

some field of the sciences had methodologies.

In the previous chapter

some of the results of this analysis were presented.

The next step was

to investigate the fields where methodologies were found to see how the

methodologies were developed.
Computer Science had many methodologies, since each and every
computer program is a methodology.

vestigate how even

a few of the

It would be a tremendous task to in-

programs were developed.

What was more

practical and just as useful was to look at how programmers were trained
to program.

If a methodology existed,

it in the training materials.

gramming were examined.

one should be able to discover

Three introductory texts to computer pro-

It became apparent from these texts and from

that no methodology
the investigator's own experiences in programming

for the development of computer programs exists.

1A

These texts did present a method, however, as the way to develop
program.

According to this method the programmer performs

a

a

systematic

evaluation of the problem, being concerned with all the things necessary
to solve it and the specific order in which these things should be done,

and being aware of the limitations of the computer language to be used.

Then the program is tested on sample data where an answer can be at
least projected until the computer's answer and the projected one match.
The method was presented in step format in two of the texts.

The

third text presented the method through the use of examples and instruc-

tion in flow charting.

The steps presented in the first two texts were

similar, but they contained differences.

They were similar in the steps

themselves and the basic sequencing; differences arose in the format and
The basic steps of this

in that one was more complete than the other.

more complete method (Anderson, 1966) are presented below:
(1)

Write a specific statement of the problem.

(2)

Examine the input data.

(3)

Ascertain the desired output results.

(A)

Figure out a method for solving the problem.

(5)

Write

(6)

Check the program.

(7)

Prepare the program and trial data

a

program in FORTRAN IV language.

.

.

.

for entry into

the computer.
(8)

for the
Take the program and trial data to the computer

test run.
(

9)

once, produce the
If the program is to be used more than

IS

object program.
(10)

Prepare the actual data for processing.

(11)

Use the object program to process the actual data and

produce the final results.

Document the entire procedure.

(12)

The above procedure is a good written version of the method used
by computer programmers to develop their programs.

It is

consistent

with the method presented by example only in Richard Mann’s (1969) text.
But it is not a formal methodology.

The main reason it is not a formal

methodology is that the steps are not operational and there is no evidence that any work is being done to make them operational.
ally,

Addition-

all three texts state that there is no substitute for actual

experience in programming when learning how to program.
Operations Research is another field in which methodologies exist.
This field began as an offshoot of physical science research in the area
of weapons during World War II

(Singh,

1968).

It has since been applied

in other areas of the physical sciences and has for the last five years

been much more specific concerning its operation.

This field attempts

and methods
to solve problems dealing with the efficiency of processes
of work in the office,

1968).

It

field or on the bench in a scientific way (Singh,

Method for
is described as an adaptation of the Scientific

exhaustive investigation and experimentation (Singh, 1968).

The meth-

tools to carry out
odologies mentioned in the previous chapter are only

this adaptation of the Scientific Method.
and how new ones
The questions of how these tools were developed
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are developed becomes important in this
study.

None of the source mate-

rials on Operations Research were at all enlightening
on these questions

except on one point.

The tools were developed to deal with a specific

problem for which none of the existing tools were adequate.
more complete answer to the questions, Dr.

G.

E.

Anderson

1
,

To get a

Associate

Professor of Education and Computer Science at the University of Massachusetts, was consulted.
Dr.

Anderson said that the best description he could give to the

process used by Operations Research to develop the tools by which they
solve problems was "creative brainstorming."

process by which the problem is analyzed.
of

He described this as a

In this analysis the nature

the problem is determined, and this is used to determine the process

by which the problem is solved.

He further stated that the better one

analyzes the nature of the problem, the better the solution to the

problem will be.
of

As to how one carries out an analysis of the nature

the problem. Dr. Anderson could not refer to any specific procedure.

This process is not a formal methodology either.

However, the

process described by Dr. Anderson has some similarities to the process

presented earlier concerning the development of computer programs.
This can be seen in the fact that both processes are dependent upon the

analysis of the problem to be solved.

A difference exists in that the

programmer uses his standard process all the time, for without it he

Anderson has been applying Operations Research methods to
the
education for the last four years and has taught courses in it for
Department.
Engineering
Industrial
School of Education and the
1

Dr.
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cannot carry out his job; whereas the
operations researcher uses the

pre-existing tools unless necessity demands
that he create new ones.
Systems Engineering is a field which also
deals with methodologies,

^e

s y steras

engineer builds a system design of the elements
of the sys-

tem and their interconnections that will solve
a problem arising out of
a

social need for some particular service.

The elements of this system

are machines; humans only become a part of this
system as they interact

with the machines (Gossling, 1962).

The system design as defined above

fits the definition of methodology.

The process by which the systems

engineer builds the system design is, therefore, the subject of this
investigation.

Systems Engineering is the use of this process by the

engineer to solve the problem.
The process is a logical approach applied consistently by the en-

gineer regardless of the particular problem under investigation.

The

major elements or the pattern of the process are commonly agreed upon
by most systems engineers (Hall, 1962).

However, those tools or steps

which make up each of the elements are not necessarily the same from

engineer to engineer.

The make-up of each of the elements depends

upon the training and the experience of the practitioner.

Different

engineers have different "tricks of the trade" to deal with commonly

encountered problems (Gossling, 1962).

This seems typical of a new

field where the research is concentrated in the area of producing a

product rather than on the process through which the products are produced.

The texts cited above in the area are often prepared from the

class notes of the authors and their experience in practice.

.
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Four authors were reviewed for their interpretation of
the process
of Systems Engineering.

three basic thrusts.
the problem;

The processes presented by these authors had

First the engineer thoroughly analyzes and defines

the system design is then produced from this analysis; and

finally the system is tested, usually through the use of computer simu-

lation (Domasch & Laudeman, 1962).

In addition to these basic elements,

at least one author adds the actual development of the system, the con-

tinual checking of the system to make sure it is not outdated, and the
revision of the system if it is outdated (Hall, 1962).
One thing is fairly clear:

the process of Systems Engineering is

similar to the processes of Computer Science and Operations Research
in its basic approach.

In fact, Gossling makes the comparison between

Operations Research and Systems Engineering.

The main difference he

sights is that the systems of Operations Research are concerned predom-

inantly with humans, while Systems Engineering deals primarily with
"hardware systems" (Gossling, 1962).
The process of Systems Engineering does not appear to be a method-

ology as defined in Chapter I; but of the three processes examined this

method comes closest to meeting the definition.

In all, if the process

were assembled in such a way that the steps could be distinguished from
the explication of them, the process would definitely be a methodology.
the steps
The various authors do not seem able to distinguish between

major elements
and explication of the steps; they even talk about the
in different ways.
e lements

Hall comes the closest to standardizing the major
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In no way can it be said that methodologists in
the fields of

Computer Science and Operations Research have no methodology
to develop
other methodologies.

Indeed, they have undocumented, perhaps even un-

realized, methodologies developed over many years of practice In their

respective fields.
of a lifetime,

It is just that without documentation of the habits

the training of successors and the explaining of their

craft to laymen in the field becomes a much more difficult task than it

should be.

Systems Engineering is better off than the other two fields

discussed in that some of its practitioners have done an excellent job
of documenting the process of their field.

The purpose of investigating these fields was to see whether any

one or all of these fields have a methodology for the development of

other methodologies.

If one had been found, the next step would have

been to determine if it could be transferred from its field to the
social sciences.

If no such

methodology could be found, then the task

was to examine what processes and approaches did exist, and from that
to determine what similarities in the approaches could be applied in

the methodology being developed for the social sciences.

II

.

2

Current State of Metamethodology

Systems Engineering can be viewed as a process for mechanical

invention.

A methodology to accomplish the purpose

— to

develop a

methodology for the accomplishment of any definable purpose
rently under development.

is cur-

This methodology is called Metamethodology

descriptive processes.
and is concerned with normative rather than

20

The procedures of Metamethodology define
a developmental activity.

Metamethodology, in Young's (1968) terms, is

a

process for social in-

vention.

Seven drafts of Metamethodology have been produced over
the last
two years.

Drafts VI and VII were produced as a result of the research

presented in this report.

These drafts are further refinements of Draft

V, with no major deletions resulting from this study of
Metamethodology.

All three drafts appear in the appendix.
in some detail below.

Draft V will be described

The refinements resulting from this study are

reported in Chapter IV.
There are three things necessary to produce the best possible methodology for a definable purpose:
(2)

(1)

the determination of the purpose;

the development of the steps that make up the methodology; and (3)

the testing of the methodology to see that it indeed accomplishes the

purpose.
teria.

Metamethodology is designed to accomplish the above three criSteps I, II and III deal with the determination of the purpose.

The development of the steps is taken care of by Steps IV and VI.

testing of the methodology is accomplished by Steps V and VII.

The

None of

the steps of Metamethodology deal solely with the criteria they accom-

plish, since Metamethodology is a cyclical process in which the various

steps depend on each other to some extent.

What follows is a detailed

description of the seven major steps in Draft V.

Since this draft is

presented in Appendix A, the steps will not be completely described.
The first step is to put the methodologist into contact with the

problem.

This step identifies the area in which a methodology is

:
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needed and/or desired in one of two ways.

The simple way is to have the

methodologist choose a problem area based on his interests; the complex
process is to have the methodologist choose an area based on the results
a client-demand study,

of

using Coffing's Client-Demand Methodology.

This step is presented in the box below.

I.

Put methodologist in contact with problem using one of two
meth ods
A.

Simple method

B.

Complex method

—

—

use interests of the methodologist

use Coffing Client-Demand Methodology

Step II is to determine the purpose around which a methodology is
to be developed.

This is done by performing as thorough an investiga-

tion of the problem area as is possible.

In doing this investigation,

the methodologist begins to determine the nature of the problem area

with which he is dealing.

By determining the nature of the problem area

From this

he has begun to identify the scope of the work in the area.

process, he can then determine a purpose for which to build

a

methodol-

ogy in order to solve the problem.

XI.

a purpose
State the purpose by analyzing the area and determining
that will solve the problem.

A.

analyze the
Use at least one of the following criteria to
problem area:
1.

Read the literature in the area.
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B.

2.

Talk to people who work in the area.

3.

Examine work being done in the area.

Use the results of this analysis to state the purpose.

In Step III

the purpose is tested against four criteria.

first criterion is desirability.

By this criterion,

The

the methodologist

attempts to determine if the methodology developed around the chosen

purpose will accomplish something people want and will use.
pose is undesirable, then producing

a

this purpose might be a waste of time.

If

the pur-

methodology that will accomplish
The methodologist revises the

purpose, if necessary, based on the data collected in this step; or, if
the revision is not possible, he goes back to the beginning and starts

over again.

III.

Test the purpose by the following criteria:
A.

Is
1.

purpose desirable?
Use one of the following methods
use Complex Method.
a)

ii)

2.

where not obvious

Simple Method
i)

b)

—

Answer question yourself with rationale

Get diverse groups to answer question

Complex Method -- use Coffing Client-Demand
Methodology

Revise the purpose if necessary.

.
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Operationalizability is the second criterion.

By this criterion

it is determined if the purpose can be made operational and thereby
be

totally understood.
3t

It is not necessary to operationalize the purpose

time, but only to determine whether it can be made such, since

this

an operational purpose is necessary for later stages of the methodology

and since a purpose that is not operational may be unsolvable.

Again

the methodologist attempts to revise the statement of the purpose so

that it is operational and then performs a simple retest of the desir-

ability criterion.

B.

Is purpose operationalizable?
1.

Use "Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts"
N.B.

2.

It is not necessary to do a complete operationIt is only necessary
alization at this point.
to find if the purpose can be operationalized.

Check A in light of operationalization and revise if
necessary

Next, one determines if the purpose is practicable.

Practicabil

methodology can be
ity first calls for a determination as to whether a

developed given the resources available for the development.

It might

there is a lack of
be unwise to begin work on a methodology for which

sufficient resources to complete the work.

Secondly, practicability

methodology implied by the
calls for a determination as to whether the
developed.
purpose can be applied practically, once It Is
there is
odology cannot be applied practically, then

a

If the meth-

good chance that

.
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it cannot be used or will not be used.

Again,

to see whether the purpose is practicable;

this is not simply a test

the methodologist must revise

the purpose if it is not, or decide to start
over again.

When any

changes are made in the purpose the other two criteria
must also be
re checked

C.

Is purpose practicable?
1

.

2.

Answer question yourself in terms of
a)

Is methodology practical given purpose?

b)

Is purpose practical once methodology is developed?

Get diverse groups to answer question,
a)

Methodologists answer question of C.l.a)

b)

Methodologists and potential users answer question
of C.l.b)

3.

Revise the purpose if necessary and recycle through A
and B; otherwise go to D.

The final criterion against which the purpose is tested is the in-

sufficiency of existing methodologies for that purpose.

This criterion

is used to make sure that time and resources are not wasted developing
a

methodology for the chosen purpose if there already exists a method-

ology that does the same thing, either in the way it accomplishes the

purpose or in that it does a better job of accomplishing the purpose
than a new methodology designed for the same purpose.

This can also

existing
help save time and resources by identifying gaps in the
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methodology.

The decision to be made at this point is not so much

whether to change the purpose as whether the methodologist should continue to develop his own methodology, fill in gaps in one of the existing methodologies, or start on a new problem.

Whatever the decision,

the methodologist must also take into account the resources available
to him for this work.

D.

Are existing methodologies insufficient?
1.

Revise the purpose if necessary and recycle through A,
B and C; otherwise go to IV.

The fourth step of Metamethodology is designed to produce the

skeleton outline of the methodology.

After the completion of this step

the methodologist should have a fairly good idea of what the final meth-

odology will look like.

First, the methodologist analyzes the purpose

to determine what that purpose implies for the methodology.

The steps

of this part of Step IV attempt to help the methodologist get as wide
a spread

IV.

of

implications of the purpose as possible.

of the
Once all answers to III are yes, then analyze implications
of
way
a
is
(This
purpose for the development of methodology.
have.)
must
methodology
identifying the attributes that the
A.

(Hutchinson
Use following method to analyze implications.
case, the
this
In
says "Problem implies its own solutions."
o
approximation
implications of the purpose supply first
gross methodological elements.)

.
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1.

a)

Imagine and write down in what ways
you could fail
to accomplish the purpose.

b)

Imagine and write down in what ways you
can accomplish the purpose, avoiding all the
problems.

c)

Imagine the purpose being accomplished;
write down
what is happening.

d)

i)

ii)

iii)

For each element determined through b + c,
determine all possible alternatives to
accomplish the purpose.

Combine two lists into one:
turn alternatives
from a. around so they fit together with list
from d. i)
Test the completeness of above list using one
or more of the following methods:
1)

Ask others to do steps a -

2)

Think up alternatives which have nothing
to do with this purpose and consider
whether they do or not.

3)

Go back to list generated in b and c, and
consider again whether any of those should
be on list and add any new ones.

4)

Ask yourself if your alternatives have any
alternatives to them.

5)

Ask what bad alternatives exist that are
not on this list and how they could be
changed to good alternatives.

6)

Use any other tests of your own choosing.

c.

Next, the methodologist chooses the implications that he feels will

accomplish the purpose when they are combined into

a

methodology.

.

.
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this point you cannot choose one of the alternatives on the basis that there is some reason to believe
that it will best accomplish the purpose, then do a + b.
Otherwise combine all lists to come out with one list
-- where there are alternatives choose one.
If at

2.

a)

Determine your value system.

b)

Use value system to turn list into a list of all
positive alternatives.
In other words, if one of
the alternatives is one that is contradictory or
non-desirable, use values to change it so it is
not

These implications are then organized into

a

rational order and any that

are not stated procedurally are changed to procedural statements.

This

process produces the first approximation of the gross methodological

elements

B.

Organize the attributes into a rational order of steps.
1.

Determine which implications are not necessary for the
methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike them from
list.

2.

Determine which implications are contained in others and
note that.

3.

first
Ask which implication you would have to accomplish
rest.
the
in order to accomplish

A.

Write it out as first step.

5.

given that the
Ask which implication would now be first,
first one is accomplished.

6.

Write it down as second step.

.
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7.

Do this process until all major implications are
accounted for.

8.

Order any substeps by cycling through

9.

Check to see if order has logical flow to it.

3-7.

10.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
procedurally

11.

Write out a revised list.

12.

Check completion of ordering by asking others (at
least one) to give an ordering of implications with
explanation of why, if possible, without showing
them your ordering.
This can be verbal or written,
depending on the resources available.

13.

Do a revised ordering based on responses from 11.

14.

Give revised ordered list to others experienced in
problem area and ask them to critique it.

15.

Do a final ordering and write it out.

Next the methodologist adds in any necessary steps which are on
the same level of abstraction but were not part of the implications.

This is done because there is no guarantee that the implications will

produce the entire skeleton; for example, transitional steps might be
needed in order to make the methodology workable.

Finally, the very

first and very last steps are determined and added to the methodology
if they are not already there.

At the end of Step IV, the methodologist

has the beginnings of his methodology.

C.

the
Add in any steps or functions that are implied by
existing steps at the same level of abstraction.

.
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D.

Identify anchoring steps for methodology.
(1.
2.

E.

Putting methodologist in contact with
problem.
Testing whether methodology has worked
(then recycle).)

Write out final list to be used throughout
rest of
methodology

Next,

the methodologist operationalizes the purpose if
it was not

done in Step III above.

be done.

There are two alternate ways in which this can

One is Hutchinson’s "Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts";

the other alternative is a straight analysis technique where the meth-

odologist simply analyzes the meaning of the purpose.

This process is

necessary in order to carry out the last two steps of Metamethodology.
Since the last two steps provide for the full development of the methodology, objective criteria are needed against which to judge and test
the methodology.

By operationalizing the purpose the methodologist

produces the necessary criteria.

This is why it is so important to

test the purpose for operationalizability

,

since otherwise it might

be difficult if not impossible to produce the necessary criteria.

V.

Operationalize the purpose.
A.

If the purpose is vague use "Operationalization of Fuzzy
Concepts"; otherwise use B.

B.

Use the straight analysis technique.

Step VI provides for the further design of methodology.

Through

.
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this step at least some, if not most,
of the gaps in the methodology
are filled.

The step is divided into two basic sections
with a recy-

cling component.

The first part is to identify a gap (gaps)
and design

the steps to fill it.

First, the methodologist reviews the steps of
the

methodology resulting from Step IV; and, using the
operationalization of
the purpose obtained in Step V, he chooses that step
which is crucial to
the methodology and which he perceives as being difficult
to design.
This step is the gap to be worked on.

Next the methodologist determines

the purpose for this step; that is, he determines and writes down how

this step contributes to the accomplishment of the purpose of the

methodology

VI.

Design Procedures
(N.B.

Then,

Design or redesign can be done at any level of breakdown,
including the highest.)

A.

Identify the first (next) step to be designed (i.e., the
first crucial step where it is not clear that the step would
be easy to develop). Use the criteria developed in Step V to
determine whether the step is crucial or not.

B.

Identify the step's subpurpose.

the methodologist utilizes the processes of Step IV to produce the

structure of the substeps of this step.

He analyzes the purpose of the

step to determine the implications of the purpose; he chooses those im-

plications into

a

rational order, and changes any that are not procedur-

in
ally stated to procedural statements; finally, the methodologist adds

:

.
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any steps

that are missing at the same level of abstraction, and iden-

tifies the anchoring substeps of that step and adds them if they are not
there already.

C.

Analyze implications of subpurpose in terms of main purpose.
a.

Use the following method to analyze implications of the
subpurpose
1.

a)

Imagine and write down in what ways you could
fail to accomplish the purpose.

b)

Imagine and write down in what ways you can
accomplish the purpose, avoiding all the
problems

c)

d)

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write
down what is happening.
i)

ii)

iii)

For each element determined through b + c,
determine all possible alternatives to
accomplish the purpose.
turn alternaCombine two lists into one:
together
fit
they
so
tives from a. around
with list from d.i).

Test the completeness of above list using
one or more of the following methods:
1)

2)

3)

4)

Ask others to do steps a -

c.

Think up alternatives which have
nothing to do with this purpose and
consider whether they do or not.

Go back to list generated in b and c,
those
and consider again whether any of
should be on list and add any new ones.
have
Ask yourself if your alternatives
them.
to
any alternatives

.

.
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5)

2.

Ask what bad alternatives exist that
are not on this list and how they could
be changed to good alternatives.

If at this point you cannot choose one of the alternatives on the basis that there is some reason to
believe that it will best accomplish the purpose,
then do a + b.
Otherwise combine all lists to come
out with one list
where there are alternatives
choose one,

—

b.

a)

Determine your value system.

b)

Use value system to turn list into a list of all
positive alternatives.
In other words, if one of
the alternatives is one that is contradictory or
non-desirable, use values to change it so it is
not

Organize the attributes into

a

rational order of steps.

1.

Determine which implications are not necessary for
the methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike
them from list.

2.

Determine which implications are contained in others
and note that.

3.

Ask which implication you would have to accomplish
first in order to accomplish the rest.

4.

Write it out as first step.

10.
5.

Ask which implication would now be first, given the
first one is accomplished.

6.

Write it down as second step.

7.

Do this process until all major implications are
accounted for.

8.

Order any substeps by cycling through

9.

Check to see if order has logical flow to it.

3-7.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
procedurally

)

.
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11.

Check completion of ordering by asking others (at
least one) to give an ordering of implications with
explanation of why, if possible, without showing
them your ordering.
This can be verbal or written,
depending on the resources available.

12.

Do a revised ordering based on responses from 11.

13.

Give revised ordered list to others experienced in
problem area and ask them to critique it.

14.

Do a final ordering and write it out.

c.

Add in any steps or functions that are implied by the
existing steps at the same level of abstraction.

d.

Identify anchoring steps for methodology.
(1.
2.

Putting methodologist in contact with problem.
Testing whether methodology has worked (then
recycle)
.

e.

Write out final list to be used throughout rest of
methodology

The second part of Step VI provides for logical testing of the

newly developed substeps in terms of the internal logic of the developed
substeps and in terms of the whole methodology.

The methodologist first

examines the logic of the step under design to see if it accomplishes
the purpose of the methodology.

Any gaps found in the elements making

up the step are filled and a new logic test is made to see if the gaps

have been filled.

D.

Determine the amount of completeness and test for it.

E.

Examine the logic of the step under design in terms of
subpurpose and main purpose.
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Fill in the gaps that are found and then recycle to VI.
E.
If no gaps, go on to VI. G.

When no more gaps are discovered by this process, the methodologist next tests the logic of the entire methodology to see whether or
not the processes of the new step fit consistently into the methodology.
If

they do not, then revisions are made and the test is repeated until

the problems are solved.

It is important that both logical tests be

passed, since it cannot simply be assumed that the newly developed

steps will be logically consistent.

G.

Examine the logic of entire methodology and its parts in
terms of main purpose in light of the step under development
.

H.

Redesign step and/or methodology and recycle to VI. G.
no gaps, then go to VI. I.

If

Finally, Metamethodology has the methodologist cycle through Step
VI until all the problems have been taken care of or until the method-

ologist feels that the resource expenditure is greater than the potential improvement of the methodology warrants.

I.

Recycle to VI. A. until you feel that further applications
warrant
of VI will not produce sufficient improvement to
A. as
VII.
to
on
-go
One may also
spending of resources.
well as going back to VI. A.
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Finally, Metamethodology provides for field testing
and conclu-

sion-oriented research of the methodology.

A field test is a controlled

use of the methodology that provides data for further
design or redesign
of parts or all of the methodology.

That is, the methodologist tries

out the methodology and at the same time observes the operation
of the

methodology, using the operationalized elements of the purpose as criteria for observation.

Conclusion-oriented research is the testing of

hypotheses about the methodology.
of the criteria produced in Step V.

Again, this testing is done in terms

When the research uncovers problems

with the methodology, the methodologist returns to Step VI to work out
these problems.

VII.

Test and then revise the purpose and/or procedures if necessary.
A.

Field test methodology; if necessary, redesign (use Step
VI).

B.

Conclusion-oriented research of methodology; if necessary,
redesign (use Step VI).

At this point in time there is no rigidity in the order of steps.
For example. Step V can be done when it is needed, since some methodol-

ogists might find it more appropriate to perform this step earlier or
later than specified.

Furthermore, it should be noted that Steps VI and

Step VII
VII can be carried out simultaneously; this can be done because

provides steps
can help the methodologist identify the gaps, and Step VI

development of these steps.
that can be tested by Step VII to help in the
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Either field testing or conclusion— oriented research can be done
on any part of the methodology as well as on the entire methodology.
In spite of

the lack of rigidity it is recommended that a methodologist

follow the methodology as presented, except for the simultaneous use of
Steps VI and VII, unless his experience determines a better way.

This

lack of rigidity exists because Metamethodology is still under develop-

ment; because of this continuing development, Metamethodology is not

completely operationalized.
This, then, is Metamethodology as it currently exists.

The full

methodology

is

attached as an appendix.

methodology

is

not complete; there is still much developmental work to

be done.

It should be noted that Meta-

Still, the developers feel that they have a usable methodology

which can aid methodologists in the development of methodologies.

II

.

3

Problem of Study

Metamethodology has currently faced two major projects leading to
its further development.

(1)

These are:

The developers, Hutchinson and Thomann, taught the method-

ology to graduate students at the University of Massachusetts
as

School of
an experimental learning experience through the

Education.

Metamethodology has been revised and further

developed based on the results of this course.

(2)

applied
Metamethodology was field tested; that is, it was
to develop a
literally to see if it can actually be used
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methodology for

a

definable purpose.

Metamethodology has

been revised and further developed based on the
data produced through this field test.

It is the second of these two projects

that supplies the problem for

this study.

Metamethodology, in its various stages, is being used to develop
many methodologies.

From the results of these applications, the devel-

opers are encouraged that it will work.

However, no controlled test of

Metamethodology had been conducted in which the developers were in

a

controlled fashion, looking for data on how well the methodology worked.
In reviewing the informal methodologies of Systems Engineering,

Computer Science and Operations Research, as well as the description
of the current stage of development of Metamethodology, it can be seen

that field testing of the methodology under development is a major step.

Metamethodology is also a methodology and also under development; therefore it seems only logical that it should be field tested.

For these

reasons the project was to field test Metamethodology.
The ultimate test of whether Metamethodology does or does not work
is to demonstrate that it is successful in producing methodologies for

any definable purpose and that those methodologies in fact accomplish

their purpose— i e
.

designed to solve.

.

,

are solutions to the classes of problems they are

However, this is not a task for this dissertation.

In conducting research on Metamethodology

,

it is necessary to perform

its
decision-oriented research on Metamethodology itself to eliminate

inherent problems and improve its methodology.

The field testing as

.
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delineated in this study constitutes part of the
effort in developing
Me tame thodo logy
At this point a very important law of research should
be mentioned:
the law of Parsimony.

This law states that the simplest field test in

the simplest situation is done first.

If

the product being tested will

not work under these simple conditions it will not work under more com-

plicated conditions.

The law of Parsimony is an important concept in

research, because it does not make sense to use up a large amount of

resources in performing a complicated test if a simpler test will bring
out the same, or at least most of the same, problems at a much lower

cost to the researcher.

It is only after the simple tests no longer

bring out problems that more complicated tests are done.
The first field test of Metamethodology was done using the law
of Parsimony.

This means that an uncomplicated purpose was used, and

wherever Metamethodology specifies simple procedures, these were used.
This law was also followed in that the first field test was done by one
of the developers of Metamethodology.

It follows

the law of Parsimony

that if one of the developers cannot use the methodology or any part of
it under these circumstances,

then the methodology has problems that

need to be corrected.
The problem used for this field test of Metamethodology was chosen

during the field test itself.

This was done because Metamethodology in

its first step specifies the choosing of a problem area.

Therefore, a

problem area for Metamethodology was not specified before the study
since it was part of the field test.
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This study, then, is the first field test of
Metamethodology.

The law of Parsimony was applied to this field test.

Therefore, the

simplest field test in the simplest situation was carried out
by one
of

the developers of the methodology.

II .A

Design of the Field Test

Metamethodology was applied in two ways.

First, Steps

VII of Metamethodology were used to develop a methodology.

I

through

The area

of the methodology was determined in Step I, with the purpose being

determined and tested in Steps II and III.

Steps IV, V, and VI were

used to develop the methodology around the purpose determined in Step
II.

Through the application of these steps the methodology was built.
At this

time, no testing has been done of the methodology devel-

oped during the field test.

The reason for this is that in terms of

resources available for doing the study, none were left for formal
field testing or knowledge generation research.

Therefore, in terms

of the field test of Metamethodology only Steps I through VI of Meta-

methodology were tested by its application to a problem for the field
test.
f

Steps VI and VII of Metamethodology were applied to Metamethod-

ology itself; that is, Metamethodology's procedures for field testing

were applied in this field test, and the problems discovered through
the field test were worked out by Step VI of Metamethodology.

There-

was tested in
fore, by doing the field test Step VI of Metamethodology
two ways:

(1) by

the
being applied to a methodology developed during

.
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field test, and (2) by being applied
to Metamethodology.
to

this,

In addition

the field test procedures of Metamethodology
were applied to

Metamethodology, thereby testing out these procedures
and testing the

whole of Metamethodology at the same time.
A field test is actually an evaluation in which
(in the terms of
the Fortune/Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology)

the methodology under

development is the enterprise, and the methodologist is the
decision-

maker

and in this particular case,

reasonable to call
is designed

to

a field

the evaluator as well.

It is

test an evaluation, because the field test

produce data that will help the methodologist in the

designing of his methodology.

Therefore, a field test is providing

data for decision-making; this is the purpose of evaluation and, in
particular, the purpose of the Fortune/Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology (Benedict, 1973).
Tills

study, then, was an evaluation of Metamethodology.

There is

one important difference between a field test and an evaluation.

In a

field test the enterprise being tested is implemented only to produce

data for decision-making, and the products of the implementation are
only side benefits, although they may be important data.

An evaluation,

on the other hand, is only the procedure by which the data are collected.
In short, a field test includes the implementation of the enterprise for

the purpose of obtaining data about it, while an evaluation makes no

such inclusions
This concept is important because certain information (data) was

collected during this field test, and it is important to realize that

.

.
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the data collected about Metamethodology
need only be relevant to the

methodology.

The data needed by the author was determined
through the

use of the operationalization of the purpose
of Metamethodology.

This

operationalization produced criteria which defined the
accomplishment
of

the purpose, and based on this the author determined
what data he

wanted
Three types of data were of particular concern in this
field test.
The first type of data was the observation of the author as to
whether
he had any problems using the steps of Metamethodology.

were noted

and later used to make decisions.

These problems

A problem in using Meta-

methodology was determined by applying criteria determined by the author's own judgment of his use of each step immediately after he used
it

The next set of data was produced by the observation of the author
on the end product of each step and the final product.

By looking at

these products using the procedures of Metamethodology, problems in
the methodology under development were determined and referred to the

specific section of Metamethodology to be worked out.
still existed and

a

Where problems

blank wall (based on criteria determined prior to

the beginning of the field test)

in using Metamethodology was reached,

then it was assumed that the problem was in that part or parts of Meta-

methodology itself, and this was noted.
The final set of data was similar to the second, except that the

2 A

log of all activities in the field test was kept.

.

.
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observation of the methodology under development was done by two
members
of the dissertation committee as individuals; any problems
are based on

their individual criteria and observations.

Upon receiving these data

the author used the appropriate sections of Metamethodology to try to

work out the problems.

Where any member of the dissertation committee

felt there were still problems and the author felt he had reached a

blank wall in the use of Metamethodology, the problem was assumed to
be in that part or parts of Metamethodology itself, and this was noted.
This was not all the information to be collected for decision-

making.

Other needed data were determined as the author's goals for

the field test were further specified in application of the Fortune/

Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology.

It must be remembered that this was

by no means a complete application of the Fortune/Hutchinson Evaluation

Methodology, as the resources were limited and the law of Parsimony was

being applied to this field test.

In these terms, then, the specific

procedures of the Fortune/Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology were used
only where the author felt he needed them and resources warranted their

use

II 5

The Rest of the Study

Chapters III and IV report the results of this study.

In Chapter

the chosen
III, the results of each step of Metamethodology applied to

area are reported.

Chapter IV reports the data of the observations on

refinements made
the operation of Metamethodology and the revisions and
in Metamethodology as a result of the data.

Chapter V is a summary of

.
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the study and includes the author's recommendations for further

research

UU

CHAPTER III
FIELD TEST RESULTS PART

I:

DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL SIMULATION DESIGN METHODOLOGY

III.l

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter has two parts.

The first is to

report the results of the operation of each step of Metamethodology
in the development of a methodology;

that is,

to report on the various

stages in the development of the "Instructional Simulation Design

Methodology."

The second part of the chapter's purpose is to document

an actual use of Metamethodology so that the extent to which Metameth-

odology works as a whole and the extent to which each step works may

be seen.
To carry out this purpose,

following manner.
introduction.

the chapter will be arranged in the

There will be five major sections in addition to this

The first will contain the results of Steps

of Metamethodology as described in Chapter II.

I

through III

The second section will

contain the results of Step IV, and the third will report the results
of Step V.

Next the results of Step VI will be reported.

Finally,

there will be a brief summary of the chapter.
more of the
In each of the sections where the results of one or
following process
major steps of Metamethodology will be reported, the

will be used.

data are
First, the step and/or the substep for which

being reported will be stated.

step
Then a brief description of how the

which the actual data produced from
was carried out will be given, after

:
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the step will be reported.

In some cases there will be a reference to

a particular appendix to find the data.

This was done because of the

particular volume of data and the unwieldiness of reporting these data
in the chapter itself.
It should also be noted at this time that certain steps,

especially some of those involving other people, were not done.

The

reason for this is that in keeping with the law of parsimony described
in Chapter II,

the resources for these steps were kept very low.

Where

these steps were used at all the operation of the step was kept simple.
for a step that required the input of other people, the

For example,

author would use one or, at most, two other people who were readily

available at the time the step was being carried out and who had some

practical experience in the area of the methodology.
What follows in this chapter, then, is

a

report on the results

of the operation of Metamethodology as it was described in Chapter II.

The steps will be presented; how they were used will be described; and
the data they produced will be reported.

III.

I.

2

Steps

I

- III

two
Put methodologist in contact with problem using one of
methods
A.

Simple method

—

use interests of the methodologist

number of his interests for an
In this step the au thor examined a

area in which he could develop a methodology.

This examination was a

process of simply going over in his mind
various areas in which he had

been working or studying for the past three
years and determining in
which one he had the most interest in developing
a methodology.
Four areas were put forth for examination:

Dramatics, Instruc-

tional Simulations, Future Studies, and Science
Fiction.

eliminated because the author felt no personal need for
The same was true of Science Fiction.

Dramatics was
a

methodology.

Future Studies presented a number

of potential methodologies, but the author was already
involved with a

methodological development project in that area and one criterion for
this project was that it be a new project for the author.

The area of Instructional Simulations had three sub-areas in need
of methodology that were readily apparent.

Furthermore, the author's

four years of involvement with this area and his interests developed

over this period gave him a good background.

Finally, no methodological

development projects involving the author or any of his contacts were

being conducted.

Because of these reasons, the area of Instructional

Simulations was chosen for the field test of Metamethodology.

II.

State the purpose by analyzing the area and determining a
purpose that will solve the problem.
A.

Use at least one of the following criteria to analyze
the problem area:
1.

Read the literature in the area.

2.

Talk to people who work in the area.

3.

Examine work being done in the area.
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The three sub-areas of Instructional Simulations in need
of meth-

odology were simulation development, simulation direction, and
research
into the effectiveness of simulations.

Of these three, the one most

interesting to the author and the one which he felt was crucial to the
other two areas was simulation development.

Criteria one and three of

this step of Metamethodology were used to analyze this sub-area.

The

author's choice of this sub-area was based on his own experience in

designing and directing instructional simulations, his review of such
instructional simulations as "Life Career" (Western Publishing Company),
"Crisis" (Simile II), "Generation Gap" (Western Publishing Company), and

many others.

Furthermore, Boocock and Schild (1968) stated that simula-

tion design is not a science or craft but an art; yet there are at least

seven attempts in the literature on the systems used by different groups
to develop simulations

1970; Hartwell,

(Crawford & Twelker, 1969; Glazier, 1969; Gordon,

1971; Klietsch,

1969; Twelker, 1969a,

1969b).

Furthermore, the author's own experience demonstrated two things
very clearly.

First, most of the simulations being circulated commer-

cially (including the ones mentioned above) have major problems in the

author's experience.

They are sloppy in design, incomplete in concept,

ineffective in putting across their objectives, and even dangerous to
the participants in some cases.

Second, there seems to be a definite

pattern and set of definite tasks, processes and rules that

a

follows in designing simulations, and these can be documented.

author's opinion these processes form the basis for
the development of instructional simulations.

a

developer
In the

methodology for
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B.

Use the results of this analysis to state the purpose.

The data above, which narrowed down the area, and the definition
of instructional simulation were used to produce a purpose.

First, the

author wrote a trial purpose based on his understanding of the problem.
This purpose was shown to Dr. Thomas Hutchinson for critique.

Then,

through the interaction of the author and Dr. Hutchinson, the purpose
was stated in final form.
The trial purpose was:

To develop instructional simulations.

This purpose was found to be naive in its statement because the activity

implied by the purpose needed no methodology and because this activity
did not solve the problem perceived by the author.
of

Next, the definition

an instructional simulation as an activity representing a real or

hypothetical social situation designed to fulfill educational objectives
(Hartwell, 1971)

led to the following purpose:

To develop simulated experiential techniques for a defined
learning objective.

This purpose was accepted at this point as the purpose for the methodology to be developed.

III.

Test the purpose by the following criteria:
A.

Is purpose desirable?
1.

Use one of the following methods
use Complex Method.

—

where not obvious
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a)

Simple Method
i)

ii)

Answer question yourself with rationale
Get diverse groups to answer question

First, the purpose was examined and a rationale developed as to
its desirability.

This purpose is desirable for a methodology because,

first, it implies processes which will be useful in the design of simu-

lations.

^

Second, the lack of effective processes that are documented

has been a source of frustration to the author in his developmental ac-

tivities and in his attempts to teach others how to develop simulations.
Finally, the assertion that simulation design is an art (Boocock

&

Schild, 1968; Hartwell, 1971) and that therefore it cannot be pinned

down seemed contradictory to the author's experience in the area; and
this purpose is

the best statement of what the design process is.

4
Next, Dr. A. Hartwell and Dr. Peter Gurau were consulted as to

the desirability of the purpose.

Dr. Hartwell stated that a methodology

around this purpose would be very useful to him.

He further stated that

because
the field of simulations was badly in need of such a methodology

and this
The term "instructional" is implied in "simulations,
the
of
rest
the
will be true for further use of this word throughout
chapter.
3

Education,
Hartwell has taught courses at the School of
and has directed a
University of Massachusetts, in Simulation Design
e is
activities.
number of federal training projects in simulation
urau
Dr. Peter
Uganda.
currently a lecturer at Makarere College in
Springfiel
College,
Springfield
at
an Associate Professor of Education
in simuiations at Springfie
courses
taught
has
and
Massachusetts,
University of Massachusetts.
College and at the School of Education,
4 Dr.

A.

,
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dependence on a person's innate creativity had been
failing in simulation design more often than not; in his opinion
such a methodology could

only help to enhance the designer's creative
ability.

It

was in this

light that Dr. Hartwell agreed with the desirability
of a methodology

developed around this purpose.
Dr.

Gurau agreed that a methodology developed around this pur-

pose (to develop simulated experiential techniques for a defined learning objective) would be desirable.

His opinion grew out of frustration

in trying to teach others how to design simulations; he has found this

activity to be difficult, if not almost impossible, given the current

state of the field.

He has also been frustrated by the generally ter-

rible quality of the commercial simulations, which he attributes to

poor developmental activities.

He sees a methodology arising out of

this purpose as a desirable product to help improve the above situation.

B.

Is purpose operationalizab le?
1.

Use "Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts"

2.

Check A in light of operationalization and revise
if necessary.

The purpose was not operationalized at this time; instead it was

determined whether the purpose was operationalizable

.

Each of the key

terms was examined to see if directly observable components could be
found for them.

This task was done informally using Hutchinson's

"Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts" (Benedict

&

Hutchinson, 1970;

..

.
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Coffing, Hutchinson, Thomann

&

Allan, 1971).

The term "to develop" can be associated
with a whole series of

activities and end products, all of which
can be directly observable.

"Simulated experiential techniques" have many
antecedents in reality,
from games like "Monopoly" to computer models
of social systems to
stage plays.

Finally, "defined learning objectives" are
nothing more

than behavioral objectives, which are beginning
to become the basis for

all teaching and learning activities.

None of the key terms nor their

interaction in this purpose could be said to be non-operationalizable
Furthermore, this activity of informally operationalizing the
terms of the purpose produced no unexpected or undesirable information

concerning the purpose.

Therefore, it was not necessary to revise the

purpose

C.

Is purpose practicable?
1.

Answer question yourself in terms of

methodology practical given purpose?

a)

Is

b)

Is purpose practical once methodology is developed?

For question (a), the problem was to project the use of Meta-

methodology onto this purpose and to be assured that this could be done
within the resources available for this endeavor.

The answer was yes,

there were enough resources available to use Metamethodology on this

purpose

The resources available were the author’s time, experience
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and ideas concerning the methodology, and
the time of certain colleagues.

No part of the investigation into the area had
turned up any data which
caused the slightest doubt that a workable methodology
could be developed within the available resource limits.
For question (b)

,

the problem was to imagine the methodology for

the purpose completed and an individual using it to accomplish
the pur-

pose, and from that to determine if this use of the methodology would be

practical.

The answer to this question is highly speculative and really

in doubt until a first draft of the methodology is tested.

there will be no definite answer.

Even then

Suffice it to say that there were

data available to indicate that the simulation design methodology would
not be impractical to use; in fact, it appeared likely that this method-

ology would be more practical than anything currently available.

2.

Get diverse groups to answer question.

This was not done, for reasons mentioned previously.

There were

no resources available to do this at the time; and because of the spec-

ulative nature of the question and the limited resources available to
the whole study,

3.

it was determined

that this step was not necessary.

Revise the purpose if necessary and recycle through A
and B; otherwise go to D.

.
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No revision of the purpose was necessary; therefore D was done
next

D.

Are existing methodologies insufficient?
1.

Revise the purpose if necessary and recycle through A,
B and C; otherwise go to IV.

This step required a number of steps in order to carry it out.

First, the field had to be searched for potential methodologies In the
area; then these potential methodologies had to be tested to see whether
or not they were actual methodologies.

If

they were methodologies,

the

Fi-

purposes were compared to see if they were similar or different.

nally, a decision was made as to whether one of the existing processes

would be further developed or a new development carried out.

If a new

development was carried out, then the existing processes had to be

examined to see if they suggested a revision of the purpose so

as

to

improve it.
the literature.
Seven potential methodologies were discovered in

Twelker (1969).
Three of these were reported by Crawford and

They iden-

and, through interviews with
tified three main producers of simulations

for simulation design.
the developers, got at their systems

Previous

systems appeared anywhere in writing.
to this report none of these
Crawford and Twelker (1969) was
The first group reported on by

University.
a group at Johns Hopkins

This group used a three-stage

"research
analogous to what they called
approach which they claimed was
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activity."

They admitted they would have difficulty reducing their

approach to a manual.

This is not a methodology, as in no way does it

meet the definition of

a

operandi

,

methodology.

It is nothing more

than a modus

and the group has no plans to develop it any further.

Crawford and Twelker (1969) next report on the Nova Group in
Florida.

Here the process for simulation design has two guiding prin-

ciples:
and

(1)

the activity of the game must be enjoyable to the players,

the specified learning outcomes must be achieved.

(2)

These two

statements make up the purpose of this process, or at least part of the
purpose.

This process has what the group calls two phases, the first

being to find some sort of instruction that appears gameable.
developer builds, tries out and revises

a rough game.

Then the

This process is

not a methodology since it is not systematic, standardized or opera-

tionalized.

Finally, Crawford and Twelker (1969) report on the process used
at Abt Associates

in Cambridge.

This group presented Crawford and

Twelker with a formal design utilizing three stages.

First a systems

analysis of problem, process and situation to be taught

is performed;

refined
then the simulation design is carried out; finally the design is

through trying it out.

This formal process also fails the definition of

methodology, as no purpose
a purpose,

is

mentioned or formalized.

Even if there is

with a
Crawford and Twelker (1969) also report a conversation

process is not followed
member of the group, who states that the formal
Abt Associates.
but that she follows an informal process of

simulation design using
Twelker later reports his own system for
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the above report as justification of his work (Twelker,

1969a, 1969b).

Twelker has a 13-step process which he says can be summarized as:

determining what shall be taught;
taught;

(3)

validating the system.

(2)

(1)

determining how best it might be

On first looking at this system it

could be viewed as a methodology, except that Twelker himself says in

describing the system that it is nothing more than
for good design (Twelker, 1969a).

bears this out.

a set

of guidelines

Closer inspection of the system

Furthermore, Twelker is presenting a system which he

claims can be used to design instructional systems, a product he sees
as more

general than instructional simulations.

it appears

Viewed in this light,

that Twelker is trying to handle too big a task.

The next two processes are basically the same.

The first is a

new edition of Abt Associates’ process for simulation design.

This

edition presents ten steps which include "define overall objectives,"
"determine scope," and "define actor’s objectives," among others.

Although they are presented in a specific order, these steps can be

performed in any order (Glazier, 1969; Gordon, 1970).

The second pro-

explained and
cess varies from the first in that the steps are better
intend.
a little more detail is given on what the steps

The reason for

they came from vastassuming a difference originally was the fact that
ly different sources.

This process is not a methodology.

It fails a

most important reason this
number of points of the definition; but the

operate at the "rule of thumb
is not a methodology is that the steps
level (Hartwell, 1971).

provide a process for simulation
A more sophisticated attempt to

.
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design comes from

R.

G.

Klietsch (1969), who approaches simulation devel-

opment as a process of system definition.

In this process one examines

the workings of the real world, abstracts the processes and relation-

ships relevant to the learning objective, builds a model of this piece
of a larger social context,

and then translates this abstract model into

the action terms with which those who will participate in the simulation
are familiar (Klietsch,

methodology.

1969; Hartwell,

1971).

This process is not a

It is described as a set of guidelines

but in addition to this, Klietsch’

s

process is part of the systems ap-

proach (Klietsch, 1969) and in Chapter
approach is not a methodology.

(Hartwell, 1971);

I

it was shown that the systems

More complete descriptions of most of

the processes described above can be found in Appendix B.
At this point it was decided to continue with the development of
a

methodology, since none of the processes above had any parts which

caused the author to be interested in developing them further.
Dr. William C. Wolf, Jr.

In fact,

called the above processes "pitiful" in a dis-

cussion in mid-October, 1972.

Furthermore, all the interesting points

implied by the above processes appeared already to be contained in the

purpose previously stated.

For this reason, no changes were made in

the purpose at this time

III. 3

IV.

Step IV

implications of
Once all answers to III are yes, then analyze
(This is a way
the purpose for the development of methodology.
the methodology must have.)
of identifying the attributes that

.
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A.

Use following method to analyze
implications.
1.

a)

Imagine and write down in what ways you
could fail
to accomplish the purpose.

In this step, possible problems that could
stop the simulation

designer from accomplishing the purpose— to develop
simulated experiential techniques for a defined learning ob jective--were
written down.
In doing this

the purpose was imagined as if the simulation designer

were failing to accomplish it; the situation was studied in order
to
determine the reasons for this failure, and these reasons were written
down.

The dimensions elicited by this step follow below:
(1)

To not have accounted for roles and developed them if
ne cess ary

(2)

For learning not to take place.

(3)

The technique does not produce the required experience.

(4)

The learning objective has no real importance.

b)

Imagine and write down in what ways you can accomplish the purpose, avoiding all the problems.

Here a situation was imagined in which everything was going right
in the accomplishment of the purpose, even to the extent that potential

problems were solved before they became problems.

This situation was

examined, and those parts of the situation that indicated the purpose
was being accomplished were written down;
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(1)

Determine the learning objective.

(2)

Define the learning objective.

(3)

Test to see if the learning objective is met.

(4)

Test to see if any other effects are happening.

c)

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write down
what is happening.

In order to perform this step, the designer was imagined using
the finished methodology.
the purpose.

This methodology, when used, would accomplish

The designer was observed in this situation and all the

activities he was doing were to be written down.

When this step was

done, no dimensions were produced.

d)

i)

For each element determined through b +
determine all possible alternatives to
accomplish the purpose.

c,

This step was done by looking at each of the dimensions of (b)

,

since (c) produced no dimensions, and answering the questions "What are

other ways to do each one of these?" or "What are the ways these can be
done?"

The answers were written down:
(5)

Use defined learning objective specified by curriculum.

(6)

Check to see what simulated experiences exist already
for that learning objective.

.
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(7)

Trial run to make sure participants
are happy with

participating in simulation.
(8)

Do trial run of simulation to see if

(9)

Ask an expert in the field to specify
all the dimensions

it runs smoothly.

that make up the learning objective.
(10)

Check the literature for the definitional meaning
of the
learning objective.

(11)

Create the reality that the learning objective
exists in.

(12)

Create an off-beat experience that could lead one to the
learning objective.

(13)

a.

Choose an area in which you want to develop an

instructional simulation.
b

.

Narrow that area down so that you have a manageable
sub-area.

c.

Analyze the sub-area for all possible learning objectives and clusters of learning objectives.

d.

Choose the learning objective or cluster of objectives
around which you will develop your instructional simulation.

ii)

Combine two lists into one: turn alternatives
from a. around so they fit together with list
from d i )
.

There were two tasks done for this step.

The first was to
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rewrite each of the dimensions from
(a) so that they stated
positive
activities rather than problems which
could occur.
The second task was
to combine all the lists from
(b),

(c)

and

(d)

together into one list.

This was to be done either by rewriting
them all in one list or by

considering them all as part of the same list
without rewriting them.
This time the lists from the different steps
were rewritten into
one list.

This combined list is presented in Appendix B
because of its

length and to avoid repetitiveness here.
(a)

as

However, the dimensions from

they were rewritten appear below:
(14)

To determine if roles are needed.

(15)

If necessary,

(16)

To make sure desired learning takes place.

(17)

To make sure desired experience takes place.

(18)

To choose a learning objective that is important.

iii)

to develop roles as needed.

Test the completeness of above list using one
or more of the following methods:
1)

Ask others to do steps a

6)

Use any other tests of your own choosing.

Ms. Karen Priscante Hi

- c.

who has designed a simulation, was asked

to do Steps IV A.l.a-c and to return the results of the steps.

The new

Ms. Pris cantelli is a doctoral candidate in the Center for
Educational Research, School of Education, University of Massachusetts,
and is Director of Project Pulse at the University.
^

.
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test of completeness used here was to consider the processes discovered
for Step III.D.

Once these data were collected, the author chose those

dimensions which he wanted on the list of alternatives put together in
(ii)

above, and if they were not on the list he added them to it.

The list submitted by Ms. Priscantelli as the test of complete-

ness is presented in Appendix B, as are the processes found for III.D.

Listed below are those dimensions added to the above list as a result
of this step:
(19)

Determine that the learning objective is a workable one
for a simulation.

(20)

Explore alternative ways of structuring the simulation.

(21)

Research the content area.

(22)

Use research to develop alternative ways to structure
the simulation.

(23)

Based on the learning objective, choose the alternative

you feel will teach it.
(24)

Further develop the structure to a complete simulation.

Things to be considered:

role-playing, length of

simulation, complexity of game, competitive aspects of
game
(25)

Revise simulation based on trial run data.

Do another

continue this
trial run and revision if resources allow—
step until resources are exhausted.
(26)

be developed into)
Identify critical processes for (to
game.

]
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If at this point you cannot choose one of the alternatives on the basis that there is some reason to believe
that it will best accomplish the purpose, then do a +
b.
Otherwise combine all lists to come out with one
list -- where there are alternatives choose one.

2.

In this step, those dimensions which were deemed appropriate to

the methodology under development were chosen from the list put together
At the same time, those dimensions which were

in the previous step.

similar or could for some reason be combined with other dimensions were
In addition, some of the dimensions were rewritten to make

combined.

them fit into the methodology.

Finally, the dimensions were checked to

see whether or not they belonged; if they did not they were eliminated.

Because of the length of this list it is presented in full in

Here those dimensions chosen are listed by their numbers

Appendix B.
as

The dimensions

they appeared on earlier pages in this chapter.

picking up
listed after each of the steps were numbered consecutively,
left off,
where the numbers for the dimensions from the previous step

and with Dimension

1

being the first dimension from Step IV A.l.b.

The dimensions chosen are listed below:

18,
3,

1,

4,

13,
8,

7,

19,
25,

21,

2,

9,

10

11,

12,

20,

22, 23,

24,

26,

14,

15,

were added during this process
Of the 22 dimensions chosen, two

These are:
(27)

Correct any problems found by tests.

:
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(28)

Develop experiential techniques.

The dimensions were preliminarily combined in
the following

manner
Numbers 13, 19 and 21 were made substeps of

Numbers

9

1.

and 10 were made substeps of 2.

Numbers 11, 12, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 14 and 15 were made
substeps
of 28.

Numbers

3,

4,

8

and

7

were combined to form substeps of

a

step

to be designed later.

Number 25 was made a substep of 27.
Finally, numbers 18, 14 and 15 were eliminated after the author

decided they were not appropriate.

B.

Organize the attributes into
1.

a

rational order of steps.

Determine which implications are not necessary for the
methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike them
from list.

The list put together in A.

2

was checked again to make sure no

dimensions were on the list that did not directly contribute to the

accomplishment of the purpose.
to be taken off the list.

If any dimensions were found they were

At this time no dimensions were taken from

the list, probably because of the review done in A. 2.

.
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2.

Determine which implications are
contained in others
and note that.

Again the list generated by

A. 2

was reviewed.

The purpose of the

review was to determine if any dimensions on
the list would better contribute to the accomplishment of the purpose if
they were substeps of

other steps.

Where this was determined, the list was changed
if the

steps were not already listed as substeps.
(1)

The four steps of Dimension 13 were changed from substeps
of

(2)

13 to

substeps of

1,

along with 19 and 21.

Dimensions 11, 12 and 22 were made substeps of 20, which
is itself a substep of 28.

(3)

The step designed for Dimensions
at this

3,

4,

8

and

7

was written

time and given the number 29 for purposes of this

report
(29)

Do the following tests and any others you feel are

important

3.

Ask which implication you would have to accomplish
first in order to accomplish the rest.

4.

Write it out

5.

Ask which implication would now be first, given that
the first one is accomplished.

6.

Write it down as second step.

7.

as

first step.

Do this process until all major implications are
accounted for.
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Here the order of the basic steps
of the methodology was set up
The list of dimensions was reviewed,
and the dimension that had to
be

accomplished before any of the others could
be done was chosen.

Then

it was assumed that this step was
completed, and the same review was

performed for those dimensions that remained.

This was done until all

the major dimensions were accounted for.

The actual data for this step can be found
in Appendix B.
is,

That

the steps of the methodology, all written out
in the order deter-

mined by B.3-7, can be found in the appendix.

Below, the order of the

major steps is given with the major steps represented by
the numbers
assigned to them in the report of the results of

Number

8.

A. 2:

Dimension

1.0

1

2.0

2

3.0

28

4.0

29

5.0

27

Order any substeps by cycling through 3-7.

Each of the major steps having substeps was ordered by the process described above.

Then, if any of these second- level steps had

substeps, these substeps were ordered using the same process.

data will be reported below in the same way.

The

:
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(1)

(2)

(3)

Step 1.0 had Dimensions 13, 19 and 21 listed as substeps:

Number

Dimension

1.1

13a

1.2

21

1.3

13b

1.4

13c

1.5

13d

1.6

19

Step 2.0 had Dimensions

9

and 10 listed as substeps:

Number

Dimension

2.1

10

2.2

9

Step 3.0 had Dimensions 20, 23, 24 and 26 listed as

substeps

(4)

Number

Dimension

3.1

20

3.2

23

3.3

26

3.4

24

Step 3.1 had Dimensions 11, 12 and 22 listed as substeps

Number

Dimension

3.1.1

22

3. 1.2

11

3. 1.3

12

.
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(5)

Step 4.0 had Dimensions 3, 4,

Number

9.

and 8 listed as substeps:

7

Dimension

4.1

3

4.2

4

4.3

8

4.4

7

Check to see if order has logical flow to it.

The order described above was reviewed to see if each step fol-

lowed logically from the one preceding it and if the overall setup of
the methodology was logical.

No logical problems were discovered in

this check of the methodology.

10.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
procedurally

11.

Write out a revised list.

These two steps were done together.

As

the methodology was

not give instrucrewritten on clean paper, any of the steps that did

tions to the user were rephrased to do so.

To observe the results of

first draft of the methodology.
this step, consult Appendix B for the
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12.

Check completion of ordering by asking others (at
least one) to give an ordering of implications with
explanation of why, if possible, without showing
them your ordering.
This can be verbal or written,
depending on the resources available.

This step of Metamethodology was not done because no resources

were available for the step.

In the future, any steps not done because

of a lack of resources will not be reported in this chapter.

When a

step is missing in this report, it should be assumed that the step was

not performed because of lack of resources.

14.

Give revised ordered list to others experienced in
problem area and ask them to critique it.

15.

Do a final ordering and write it out.

The list was given to Dr. William C. Wolf, Jr., and he was given
the following instructions:

"Here is the purpose

— to

develop simulated

experiential techniques for a defined learning experience.

Please

critique the methodology by noting those things that do not make sense,

noting things left out, and making suggestions for adding.

Dr. Wolf

critique is detailed below:
(1)

Stated that 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 were not clear.

(2)

in
Asked if the criterion given for making a decision

3.2 was the best criterion.

s

.
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(3)

Added to 3.3, "resources needed to accomplish simulation."

(4)

Said that 4.1 needed criteria.

(5)

Asked where designer determined what type of clientele

would be participants in the simulation.
The methodology was not rewritten at this time, since most of the

suggestions made by Dr. Wolf would be handled in subsequent development.
Not all of the suggestions would be incorporated into this study.

Dr.

Wolf’s third suggestion was incorporated into the methodology immediately.

C.

Add in any steps or functions that are implied by the
existing steps at the same level of abstraction.

To accomplish this step,

the steps were reviewed to see if any

functions were needed to accomplish the purpose which were not already
included in the methodology.

If any were discovered, they were to be

added to the methodology at the proper level of abstraction.

This step

produced no new additions to the methodology.

D.

Identify anchoring steps for methodology.

E.

Write out final list to be used throughout rest of
methodology

to see if the steps
For Step D the methodology was examined
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identified as the first and last steps of the
methodology were really
the first and last,

or if other processes were to be done
before and

after these steps but were not listed.

No steps were identified as the

first and last except those already listed
in the methodology.
list of the methodology was needed at this time.

No new

The major steps of

the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology
are listed below:

1.0

Determine the learning objective.

2.0

Define the learning objective by using "The

Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts."

III. 4

V.

3.0

Develop the experiential technique.

4.0

Field test the simulation.

5.0

Correct any problems found by the test.

Step V

Operationalize the purpose.
A.

If the purpose is vague use "Operationalization of Fuzzy

Concepts"; otherwise use

B.

This process required that the purpose first be judged as vague
or not vague.

To do this, the test for operationalizability done in

Step III was referred to for information, and a judgment was made.

Because of the seeming clarity of the terms used in the statement of
purpose, this purpose was judged not to be vague; therefore, B was done
instead of the "Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts."
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B.

Use the straight analysis technique.

No one other than Dr. Hutchinson had ever used this technique;

therefore Dr. Hutchinson was asked to apply the technique to the purpose.
As Dr. Hutchinson stated components for the operationalized purpose, the

author reviewed each component and decided if each conveyed exactly what
he saw in the purpose.

Then,

through the interaction of Dr. Hutchinson

and the author, the final statement of each component was worked out.

Finally, the author reviewed the complete operationalization and deter-

mined whether it was sufficient.

Purpose:

To develop simulated experiential techniques for
a defined learning objective.

Operationalization:
(1)

The learning objective is one or more directly

(3)

observable behaviors and/or states.
(2)

There is an operational treatment.
A.

The directions of the operational treatment ask
that
the participants to behave in a situation
is hypothetical (not real, made up)

and faster

than real time.

objective.
The treatment accomplishes the learning
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III

.

5

Step VI

As stated in Chapter II,

this step is cycled through as many

times as necessary to fully develop the
methodology, or until further

applications of this step will not produce sufficient
results to warrant
the spending of resources.

In this study the step was applied twice to

the methodology under development.

applications.

This section will report on both

For the first application of the step, a brief descrip-

tion of how it was carried out and the results of the
application will
be presented; in the report of the second application only the
steps
and the results of the application will be presented.

VI.

Design Procedures
(N.B.

A.

Design or redesign can be done at any level of breakdown,
including the highest.)

Identify the first (next) step to be designed (i.e., the
first crucial step where it is not clear that the step
would be easy to develop). Use the criteria developed in
Step V to determine whether the step is crucial or not.

In this step the first draft of the simulation methodology pro-

duced in Step IV was reviewed.
two decisions had to be made.

When

a gap in the

methodology was found,

First, is this a crucial gap?

would this gap be hard to develop?

Second,

For the first question the opera-

tionalized purpose was used for a criterion to help make the decision.
In the second question concerning this gap, the following additional

question was asked:

When

I

read this step does it convey to me what

:

:
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must be done to accomplish it?
hard to develop.

If

the answer was no,

then the gap was

An additional criterion for both decisions was whether

either of the two committee members, Dr. Hutchinson or Dr. Wolf, mentioned this gap in their critiques.

Step 3.1.2

exists

—

B.

—

Create the reality in which the learning objective

was chosen as the gap to be filled during this application.

Identify the step's subpurpose.

Here the subpurpose was identified by determining how this step

contributed to the accomplishment of the purpose of the Instructional
Simulation Design Methodology, and what this step implied as an end
The following purpose for the step was determined by this

product.

process

Subpurpose:

To create a structure for simulating the

learning objective that is directly analogous
to

C.

the real world situation of this objective.

main purpose.
Analyze implications of subpurpose in terms of
a.

implications of the
Use the following method to analyze
subpurpose
1.

a)

could
Imagine and write down in what ways you
fail to accomplish the purpose.

.
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As many as possible of the problems
that could prevent the sim-

ulation designer from accomplishing the
step's purpose were elicited by
this step of Metamethodology.

To do this the author imagined that the

simulation designer was failing to carry out
this step.

Then, through

observing this imagined situation, those things
which the author felt

were causing the designer problems were written
down:
If there is no real life situation analogous

to the

learning objective.
(2)

If the essential structural aspects of the real life

situation are not identified.
(3)

If

the designer fails to completely identify the real

world situation.
(4)

If the designer identifies the real world situation

only abstractly.
(5)

If

the designer fails to include people and their

desired behaviors specifically in the situation.

b)

Imagine and write down in what ways you can
accomplish the purpose, avoiding all the
problems

This time, the situation imagined was one in which the purpose
was accomplished and all potential problems were solved.

Those things

which were done to cause this situation to happen were then written
down.
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(1)

Identify the real world situation.

(2)

Spell out what the real world situation
Is In as much

detail as possible.
(3)

Identify the most important aspects of
the situation—
those things that cannot be left out of
the situation
in order for a similar situation to occur.

(4)

A.

Spell out the real world situation as specifically
as possible, but in the abstract.

B.

Create two hypothetical situations that fit the

abstraction.
C.

Look for the similarities of the two to identify
the important aspects of the situation.

(5)

Identify the people in the situation and their behaviors.

(6)

Identify the essential people in the situation and their

essential behaviors.
(7)

Create a structural description of the situation that

includes the essential physical atmosphere, all necessary

structural components, all necessary people and their
necessary behaviors and behavior patterns.

c)

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write
down what is happening.

Here the designer was imagined using the finished methodology,

which would accomplish the purpose.

This step produced no results in
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adding dimensions.

d)

Combine two lists into one:
turn
alternatives from a. around so they
fit together with list from d.i).

ii)

In this step the dimensions from (a) were rephrased so that they

stated procedures for solving the problems they had originally described.
In addition, a new list was written out containing all the dimensions

produced by rephrasing

(a)

and produced by (b).

took place during this step:

added to the list.

One unexpected process

two new dimensions were conceived and

As in the section reporting Step IV, only the re-

phrased dimensions from

(a)

and the two new dimensions are listed here;

the complete list is presented in Appendix B.
(8)

Determine if there is a real life situation analogous
to the learning objective.

(9)

Identify the essential structural aspects of the real
life situation.

(10)

Test the completeness of the description of the real
life situation.

(11)

could
Be sure the situation is one which happened or

happen.
(12)

It

should not be abstract.

behaviors are included
Be sure people and their desired
in the description of the situation.

(13)

deal with it piece
If the situation is a complex one,
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by piece--first identifying the major components, then
the components of the major ones, etc.
(14)

Be sure that the interactions of all structures, people,

components, etc. are spelled out in the description.

iii)

Test the completeness of above list using
one or more of the following methods:
2)

Think up alternatives which have
nothing to do with this purpose and
consider whether they do or not.

4)

Ask yourself if your alternatives
have any alternatives to them.

For Step (2) above the statement of the step was used as a stimulus, and whatever came to mind because of that stimulus was written down.

Each dimension was then considered as to whether or not it applied to
the purpose; if it did, it was added to the list.

In doing Step

(4)

above, each dimension on the list was reviewed and the question asked
same thing.
if it implied any alternative ways in which to accomplish the
If it did,

if
these alternatives were considered and added to the list

considered appropriate.

No new dimensions were added to the list as a

result of either of these two tests of completeness.

2.

alter
this point you cannot choose one of the
reason to
natives on the basis that there is some
purpose,
believe that it will best accomplish the
to come
lists
all
combine
Otherwise
then do a + b.
where there are alternatives
out with one list
choose one.
If at

—

:
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Here the first choice was made of
which dimensions should make
up the step under development and
which should not.

In addition, if any

dimensions looked as if they should be combined
in some way, they were
combined.

The results are reported as they were reported
in the section

on Step IV; that is, the numbers of the
dimensions chosen are listed and
the complete list is presented in Appendix B.

The dimensions chosen

were:

8,

9,

10,

11,

12,

1,

2,

13,

3,

5,

6,

7

These dimensions were preliminarily combined in the following

manner
Numbers 11, 12 and 14 were made substeps of
Numbers

2,

Numbers

5

b.

3

and

7

were made substeps of

10.

1.

and 6 were combined as a unit of two steps.

Organize the attributes into a rational order of steps.
1.

Determine which implications are not necessary for
the methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike
them from list.

The list of dimensions selected in

a. 2

was reviewed to see if

any of the chosen dimensions were unnecessary to accomplish the purpose.
If any dimensions were found in this category they were removed from the

list.

Dimension #9 fit this category and was removed.

.
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2.

Determine which implications are contained in
others and note that.

This review of the list of dimensions was done to determine if
any of the dimensions on the list would better serve the
accomplishment
of the purpose as substeps of some other steps.

If so,

the appropriate

change in the list was made.
(1)

Dimension
s

(2)

7

was changed from a substep of

1

to a major

tep

Dimensions

2

substeps of

and

3

were changed from substeps of

1

to

7.

(3)

Dimensions

(4)

Dimension 15, spelling out the people in the situation,

5

and 6 were made a substep of 7.

was written as a descriptor of

5

and

6

and a substep of

7.

3.

Ask which implication you would have to accomplish
first in order to accomplish the rest.

4.

Write it out

5.

6.
7.

as

first step.

Ask which implication would now be first, given
the first one is accomplished.

Write it down as second step.
Do this process until all major implications are
accounted for.

of the
These steps ordered the substeps which composed the step

:
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Instructional Simulation Design Methodology
under development.

The

dimension that had to be accomplished first
in order to do the others
was marked as the first substep.

The next dimension that had to be

accomplished first (given that the previous dimension
had already been
done) was marked as the second substep, and so
on until all the major

dimensions for the step under development were accounted
for.

Once

again, the complete ordered list of this step can be found
in Appendix
B.

The numbers of the major substeps and their order are presented

b e low

Number

8.

Dimension

1.0

8

2.0

1

3.0

13

4.0

7

5.0

10

Order any sub steps by cycling through

3-7.

Some of the major substeps of the step now under development had

dimensions identified as their substeps.

Here the process previously

described was used to order these dimensions.
this step is presented in Appendix B.

The complete draft of

The process will be reported

here as it was reported in the section on Step IV of Metamethodology.

.
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(1)

Step 4.0 had Dimensions 2,

3

and 15 listed as substeps

Numb e r

Dimension

4.1

2

4.2

15

4.3

3

(2)

Step 4.2 had Dimensions

Number

(3)

5

and

6

listed as substeps

Dimension

4.2.1

4.2.2

Step 5.0 had Dimensions 11, 12 and 14 listed as substeps:

Number

9.

Dimension

5.1

11

5.2

12

5.3

14

Check to see if order has logical flow to it.

The above order was reviewed to see that it made sense in light
of the purpose determined for the step under development.

No problems

were found with the order during this review.

10.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
pr ocedurally
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Step b 10 required that each of the
dimensions be checked to
.

make sure it was stated as a procedure.
a

procedure it was changed accordingly.

If any step was not stated as

Step b.12 required that a new

ordered list be written out if any of the above
steps brought about
changes in the step under development.

sult of b.10.

No changes were made as a re-

At this point the author rewrote the steps in order,
and

these steps are presented in Appendix B.

13.

Give revised ordered list to others experienced
in problem area and ask them to critique it.

14.

Do

a

final ordering and write it out.

The list produced in Step b,12 was given to Dr. Hutchinson for

his critique.

Dr. Hutchinson found no problems with the step as it was

developed, and therefore no new draft of this step was needed.

c.

Add in any steps or functions that are implied by the
existing steps at the same level of abstraction.

The make-up of the step under development was examined to see if
any processes were missing from those designed for the step.

such processes were found they were to be added in.

If any

However, this step

of Metamethodology produced no changes in the step under development.

.
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d.

Identify anchoring steps for methodology.

e.

Write out final list to be used throughout rest of
methodology

Here the substeps identified as first and last for this step were

examined to determine whether they were actually the first and last substeps needed.

No changes were made as a result of this examination, and

no new list of the step was needed.

E.

F.

Examine the logic of the step under design in terms of
subpurpose and main purpose.
Fill in the gaps that are found and then recycle to
VI. E.

If no gaps,

go on to VI. G.

In these steps of Metamethodology the step being further devel-

oped, 3.1.2 of the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology, was

examined as to its logic to determine whether the processes developed

accomplished the step's purpose and contributed to the accomplishment
of the main purpose of
as

a result

the methodology.

of this examination,

If one or more gaps were found

they were filled and the examination

was repeated until no more gaps were found.
the following sub
The first examination uncovered one gap, and

step was therefore added to the step:

4. A

Combine above into a unified description.

.
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No new gaps were found during the second examination, so the next step
was done.

G.

Examine the logic of entire methodology and its parts in
terms of main purpose in light of the step under development.

H.

Redesign step and/or methodology and recycle to VI. G.
no gaps, then go to VI. I.

If

This examination was done to make sure that the step being developed was consistent within the methodology, now that processes had been

stated for it.

In addition,

the rest of the methodology was checked

to see if the newly developed processes for the step under development

exposed any problems with other steps.

After the changes were made the

check was repeated until no more changes were required.
As a result of this check a potential problem with Step 3.1 of
the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology, identified by Dr.

Hutchinson in an earlier examination, was confirmed to be

a

problem,

and a change was made as follows:

3.1

Develop

a

number of possible outlines for the structure

following
of the experiential technique utilizing the

procedures

The new check produced no new problems.
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I.

Recycle to VI. A. until you feel that further applications
of VI will not produce sufficient improvement to warrant
spending of resources.
One may also go on to VII. A. as
well as going back to VI. A.

—

At

this time it was decided to cycle through Step VI of Metameth-

odology one more time.

The report of that cycle follows below.

As was

previously mentioned at the beginning of this section, only the steps
of Metamethodology done and the results

of those steps

will be reported

below.

A.

Identify the first (next) step to be designed (i.e., the
first crucial step where it is not clear that the step
would be easy to develop). Use the criteria developed in
Step V to determine whether the step is crucial or not.

Step 3.1.3 of the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology was

chosen for this cycle:
3.1.3

Create an off-beat experience that could lead one
to the learning objective.

B.

Identify the step's subpurpose.

Subpurpose:

other
To develop outlines of structures that are
than ordinary.

.

.

.

.
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C.

Analyze implications of subpurpose in terms of main
purpose
Use the following method to analyze implications of
the subpurpose:

a.

1.

(1)

a)

Imagine and write down in what ways you could
fail to accomplish the purpose.

No unusual structures are possible for the learning

objective
(2)

All structures thought of are ordinary.

(3)

No structures at all are produced.

b)

(1)

Imagine and write down in what ways you can
accomplish the purpose, avoiding all the
problems

Create through controlled brainstorming a series of

unusual structures.
(2)

Systematically develop one or more alternatives; i.e.,
choose one, develop those things necessary, then recycle

until it is no longer serviceable.
(3)

Determine the participants necessary for the structure.

(A)

Determine the type of equipment needed.

(5)

Determine the physical setting needed.

(6)

the
Determine the prior preparation needed to implement
s

tructure

.
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(7)

Outline the debriefing needed to tie the experience to
the learning objective.

(8)

Determine the minimum time needed for actually running
the experience.

(9)

Be sure the situation can be tied to the learning

objective

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write
down what is happening.

c)

(10)

The developer determines if the potential structures are

unusual or usual.
(11)

If ordinary and you want to consider it as an alternative,

cycle back to the previous step to develop the outline
for the structure; otherwise cross it out.
(12)

Make sure that the characteristics that made these structures "out of the ordinary" are still contained in the

outlines
(13)

.

Developer imagines and writes down all possible situations
experience of the
in which the students could gain an

learning objective.
(14)

with the
Developer has individuals who might be familiar
situations in
learning objective write down a list of
can be gained
which knowledge of the learning objective

from experience.

.
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(15)

Developer combines list of possible situations
into one
list.

d)

ii)

Combine two lists into one:
turn
alternatives from a. around so they
fit together with list from d.i).

Again, only the dimensions from (a) which were turned around to
fit with the other dimensions are reported here.
(16)

Determine if any unusual structures are possible for
the learning objective.

(17)

Check to see if any of the situations on the list are
ordinary

2.

If at this point you cannot choose one of the
alternatives on the basis that there is some reason
to believe that it will best accomplish the purpose,
then do a + b.
Otherwise combine all lists to come
out with one list -- where there are alternatives
choose one.

The complete list of dimensions chosen is presented in Appendix
B.

Only the numbers of the chosen dimensions are reported here:

3,

4,

5,

6,

7,

8,

9,

11,

12,

13,

14,

15,

2,

17
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Organize the attributes into a rational order of steps.

b.

Determine which implications are not necessary for
the methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike
them from list.

1.

Dimensions

2.

(1)

and

8

were removed from the list.

Determine which implications are contained in
others and note that.

Dimensions
a

(2)

4

3,

4,

5

and

substep of Dimension

7

were joined together and made

2.

Dimension 18 was created

as

a

heading for

3,

4,

5

and 7.

The statement of this dimension was written in a later

step and will be reported with that step.
(3)

i

Dimension

9

was made a substep of Dimension

2.

3.

Ask which implication you would have to accomplish
first in order to accomplish the rest.

4.

Write it out as first step.

5.

Ask which implication would now be first, given
the first one is accomplished.

6.

Write it down as second step.

7.

implications are
Do this process until all major
accounted for.

:
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The same procedures used previously for reporting
the data are

used here.

The complete ordered step is presented in Appendix B.

8.

(1)

Number

Dimension

1.0

13

2.0

14

3.0

15

4.0

17

5.0

11

6.0

2

7.0

12

Order any substeps by cycling through

Step 6.0 had Dimensions

9

and 18 listed as substeps, along

with two substeps to be extracted from Dimension
6

.

3-7.

2

(which forms Step

0)

Number

(2)

Dimension

6.1

2

6.2

9

6.3

18

6.4

2

Step 6.3 had Dimensions 3, 4,

5

and

7

listed as substeps:

.
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Number

Dimension

6.3.1

3

6.3.2

4

6.3.3

5

6.3.4

7

The complete ordering is available in Appendix B.

9.

Check to see if order has logical flow to it.

Everything checked out in terms of the logic of the order.

10.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
procedurally

The following changes were made in the steps listed:
(1)

Step 1.0 was changed to read:

Imagine and write down all

unusual situations in which the students could gain

knowledge of the learning objective from experiencing
the situation.
(2)

Step 2.0 was changed to read:

If resources permit, have

objecindividuals who have experience with the learning
for the objective.
tive create a list of unusual situations
(3)

Step 3.0 was changed to read:

Combine all lists of unusual

.

.
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situations into one list.
(4)

Step 6.0 was changed to read:

Develop the structures of

one or more of the unusual situations.
(5)

Step 6.1 was designed to read:

Choose the unusual

situation which you will develop the structure for.
(6)

Step 6.3 was designed to read:

Do the following tasks

in order to develop the structure for the situation.
(7)

Step 6.4 was designed to read:

Determine if you want to

develop the structure for another situation on the list;
if so go to 6.1; if not go to 7.0.

c.

Add in any steps or functions that are implied by the
existing steps at the same level of abstraction.

No intermediate steps were needed.

d.

Identify anchoring steps for methodology.

The anchoring substeps were already included in the step.

e

Write out final list to be used throughout rest of
me thodology

4

5

4
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See Appendix B for this final list.

E.

Examine the logic of the step under design in terms
subpurpose and main purpose.

of

Fill in the gaps that are found and then recycle to
If no gaps, go on to VI. G.

VI. E.

Two changes were made in the step under development:
(1)

Unusual

in Steps

1.0,

2.0, 3.0, 6.0 and 6.2 was changed

to "other than ordinary."
(2)

The phrase "if any is needed" was added to Step 6.3.2.

This step now reads:

Determine the type of equipment

needed for the situation, if any is needed.
The second check exposed no new problems.

G.

Examine the logic of entire methodology and its parts in
terms of main purpose in light of the step under development
.

H.

Redesign step and/or methodology and recycle to VI. G.
no gaps, then go to VI. I.

If

One change was made in the Instructional Simulation Design Meth-

odology as a result of this step.
Step

3.

1.2.4.

be added.

was changed to

In Step 3.1.2 of this methodology.

3. 1.2. 4.

so that a new 3. 1.2. 4.

The new substep is stated below:

could

.
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3. 1.2. 4. 4

Outline the type of debriefing needed
to tie
simulation to learning objective.

The second review of the methodology
required no new changes

•

Recycle to VI. A. until you feel that further applications
of VI will not produce sufficient improvement
to warrant
spending of resources.
One may also go on to VII. A. as
well as going back to VI. A.

—

At this point the field test was ended.

As discussed in Chapter

II, Step VII of Metamethodology will not be applied in this development
of

the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology.

Step VI of Meta-

methodology was not re-applied because the resources were exhausted.

III 6

Summary

In the four previous sections the actual process of the design of

the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology was laid out.

Each step

of Metamethodology used for this development was stated, the process was

described, and the results were reported in the section or in the appenBy doing this the two-part purpose for this chapter was accom-

dices.

plished.

The first part of the purpose was to report the results of the

operation of each step of Metamethodology; and the second part of the
purpose was to document an actual use of Metamethodology.
The next chapter will report the second part of this field test.
In Chapter IV the observations of Metamethodology made during the
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implementation described in the present chapter will he reported, along

with the changes in Metamethodology made as a result of these observations.

Chapter II described the draft of Metamethodology used in this

field test and also described the design of the field test.
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CHAPTER

IV

FIELD TEST RESULTS PART II:

DATA AND CHANGES FOR METAMETHODOLOGY

IV

.

1

Introduction

In this

chapter the data collected during the field test concern-

ing the operation of Me tamethodology are presented; the revisions made
in Metamethodology as a result of these data are also presented.

Chapter II, three types of data to be collected were mentioned:

In

the

observations of the author regarding his use of Metamethodology, the

observations of the author regarding the end products of each step and
the final product,

and the observations of two members of the committee

regarding the end products of the major steps of Metamethodology.

In

Chapter III the observations of the two committee members on the products of each of the major steps were presented; none of these data are

reported here, since at no time did either person reach a point during
these observations at which he identified a problem that the use of

Metamethodology could not solve.
The observations of the author on his use of Metamethodology and
final
the author's observations on the products of each step and the

product are reported in this chapter.

The latter set of data was

data
partially reported in Chapter III, and only the parts of these
here.
relevant to the purpose of this chapter have been reported

other type of data is reported here:

One

the observations of Dr. Hutchinson

of Metamethodology and,
regarding the author's use of each of the steps

.
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in a few instances. Dr. Hutchinson’s comments on the author's own

observations of his use of Metamethodology
In the description of the study’s design, it was mentioned that

Steps VI and VII of Metamethodology would be used on Metamethodology
itself.

In this chapter the results of those uses will be reported.

The data (i.e., the observations of the author and Dr. Hutchinson) are
a result of the use of Step VII of Metamethodology;

the changes made in

Metamethodology are a result of Step VI of Metamethodology.
these data and changes the following format will be used.

To report

There will

be five additional sections in this chapter:

IV. 2

The Data and Changes for Steps

IV.

The Data and Changes for Step IV

3

- III

I

IV. 4

The Data and Changes for Steps V - VI

IV. 5

The Data and Changes for Step VII

IV. 6

Summary

In sections IV.

2

through IV. 5, the step used is presented, the

and/or
observations made on the step are presented, and any changes to

recommendations for modification of the step are presented.

The steps

were made by Dr. Hutchinson
of Metamethodology for which no observations
chapter.
or the author are not reported in this

concerned with probMost of the observations presented here are

data on steps that worked well
lems found In Metamethodology, although
are presented In some cases.

the
Problems are mainly presented because

correct problems, and the purpose
purpose of a field test Is to find and

:
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of

this chapter is to present the
results of this aspect of the field

test.

Where a step of Metamethodology is not
presented in this chapter

although the step was done in the field test
(see Chapter III), the
step worked well.

Reporting these observations and changes of
Metameth-

odology does not imply that the process did
not work.
a

The existence of

methodology for instructional simulation design— the
product of this

application of Metamethodology
well.

— suggests

that the process worked very

The identification of several problems suggests that the
process

can be made to work better.

Finally, it should be mentioned that some of these changes appear
in Draft VI of Metamethodology, produced in February 1973 for a conven-

tion presentation (Thomann, 1973) before the completion of the field
test.

The rest of these changes appear in Draft VII of Metamethodology,

completed for this study.

IV 2
.

I.

The Data and Changes for Steps

I

- III

Put methodologist in contact with problem using one of two
methods
A.

Simple method

—

use interests of the methodologist

This step works very well as it now stands.

Eventually some

procedures for this step might be needed, since the step might not work
as well

for some persons; at the moment, however, there is no basis to

determine what kind of change would be necessary.

The step conveys its
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meaning and has been easy to use in this field test.

Given these two

observations, it is not necessary at this time to change the step.

II.

State the purpose by analyzing the area and determining a purpose
that will solve the problem.
A.

B.

Use at least one of the following criteria to analyze the
problem area:
1.

Read the literature in the area.

2.

Talk to people who work in the area.

3.

Examine work being done in the area.

Use the results of this analysis to state the purpose.

This step did not work at all well.

A number of very serious

problems were found in the use of this step as it stands.

In fact,

until the author and Dr. Hutchinson were able to work together on the

development of a purpose, the step did not produce a valid purpose.
Because of these problems it was decided to discard the above substeps
and completely redevelop the step.

The new substeps, first made part

of Metamethodology in Draft VI, are presented below.

A.

Investigate the problem area.
1.

Read the literature in the area.

2.

Talk to people who work in the area.

3.

Examine work being done in the area.

A.

Brainstorm about the problem area.

5

problem area.
Try ou t tools that already exist in

.

.
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B.
C.

Narrow down area into manageable piece (focus).
Investigate purposes within the chosen piece
of the problem

area.

III.

1.

Brainstorm purposes that will solve the chosen problem.

2.

Read the literature applicable to the chosen problem.

3.

Ask others for purposes they think will solve the
chosen problem.

D.

If more than one purpose has resulted from the previous
step, then choose the most appropriate one.

E.

Check chosen purpose against following two criteria:
1.

Check purpose to see that it is not trivial.

2.

Check purpose to see if it really solves the problem
you have in mind.

3.

If purpose fails to meet one of the above criteria,
revise it until it meets them both.

F.

If resources warrant, show purpose to others for their
critique based on the above two criteria.

G.

Write out purpose and commit yourself to it.
(If you can
say why you don’t like it, then revise and recycle to E.
If you can't say why you don't like it, then go on to
Step III.)

Test the purpose by the following criteria:
A.

Is purpose desirable?
1.

Use one of the following methods
use Complex Method.
a.

ii)

.

where not obvious

Simple Method
i)

2

—

Answer question yourself with rationale
Get diverse groups to answer question

Revise the purpose if necessary

—

.
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Once a suitable purpose was developed, this part of
Step III of

Metamethodology proved very useful.
a

First, it helped demonstrate that

methodology designed to accomplish the purpose would be useful to per-

sons other than the author himself.

This was not necessary information

for this particular study, since the author had found reason enough

through answering the question concerning desirability for himself

— to

go ahead with development of a methodology for the chosen purpose.

It

did demonstrate, however, that others in the field for which a method-

ology will be developed may easily be able to comment on the desirability of the purpose, since those consulted in this study could do so.

This type of information might be needed in the future by someone

developing

a

methodology.

In carrying out this step the author found

the literature consulted in Step II to be useful in answering the ques-

tion of desirability in the affirmative.

For this reason the following

substep was added to Step l.a of this method:

iii)

B.

Check notes from previous literature review
and check any other literature on the area
to see if purpose is desirable.

Is purpose oper ationalizable?
1.

Use "Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts"
N.B.

2.

is not necessary to do a complete operationIt is only necessary
alization at this point.
be operationalized.
can
purpose
the
if
to find

It

revise if
Check A in light of operationalization and
necessary
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This step worked well, but it was difficult to use in its present

form for the purpose "to develop simulated experiential techniques for
a defined learning objective."

The procedures as described in Chapter

III were different from those of Hutchinson’s "Operationalization of

Fuzzy Concepts," since the procedures of "Operationalization of Fuzzy

Concepts" did not work for this purpose.
about this step to warrant

a

Not enough is currently known

change; for this reason the step will be

left as it now stands for Draft VII.

C.

Is purpose practicable?
1

.

2.

Answer question yourself in terms of
a)

Is methodology practical given purpose?

b)

Is purpose practical once methodology is developed?

Get diverse groups to answer question.
a)

b)

3.

Methodologists answer question of C.l.a)
Methodologists and potential users answer question
of C.l.b)

Revise the purpose if necessary and recycle through A
and B; otherwise go to D.

the questions of
This step could be done with some ease providing

C.l.a) and C.l.b) were understood.

For some reason these two questions

and do not convey their actual
were stated improperly in the methodology

meanings.

form.
They are restated below in their proper

a)

practical
the development of a methodology
given this purpose?

Is
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Is the methodology once developed a practical
way to accomplish the purpose?

b)

D.

Are existing methodologies insufficient?
1.

Revise the purpose if necessary and recycle through A,
B and C; otherwise go to IV.

The problem here was the lack of specific procedures for carrying
out this test of the purpose.

test

Unlike the other tests in this step, this

(i.e., insufficiency of existing methodologies) was not clear as

to what was intended.

In order to do this study,

the author had to set

up a series of tasks that enabled him to make some of the decisions

described as part of the step in Chapter II.

were designed to help fill this gap.

The following procedures

It should be noted that these

processes are not complete as yet, but they do give

a

better idea as

to what the test is.

D.

Are existing methodologies insufficient?
1.

Test in following way:
a)

b)

Search area for existing methodologies.
against
Take found methodologies and test them
fail go
all
they
If
definition of methodology.
to Step IV.

c)

your purpose?
Are they designed to accomplish
If not go to Step IV.

d)

your purpose?
Does any one of them accomplish
If not go to Step IV.

.
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e)

Are these practical?
If not go to Step IV.

f)

Are they desirable?

(See if they are used.)

If

all are not, go to Step

IV.
g)

2.

IV

.

3

IV.

Is any one complete?
is not.)

(You may work on it if it

Revise the purpose and recycle through tests if
necessary

The Data and Changes for Step IV

Once all answers to III are yes, then analyze implications of
the purpose for the development of methodology.
A.

Use following method to analyze implications.

For about one month every attempt made to use this step to ana-

lyze the purpose for the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology

Two reasons were postulated.

produced no results.

First, the author

was experiencing some specific personal problems at the time and felt
these might be interfering with his ability to operate this step.

Dr.

Hutchinson felt the problem might also be in the multiple roles the
author was assuming for this study.

Through discussion between Dr.

Hutchinson and the author it was determined that the problem in this
above.
case was probably a combination of the two reasons described

one or more of the
The solution here was for Dr. Hutchinson to assume

necessary roles for

a

brief time in order to get the author started.

succeeding steps by the
Once this was done the use of this step and
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author had very good results, which
are documented in Chapter III.
No recommendation can be made at this
time as to how one solves

personal problems.

In the author's case they worked
themselves out,

but how this happened is neither a problem
for this study nor for

Metamethodology.

The concept of the multiple roles of the author
in

this study did bring about some specific
recommendations.

If a user

of Metamethodology finds himself just reading
the steps with nothing

happening, he should try the following four steps:
(1)

Identify all the roles necessary in this use of Meta-

methodology

.

(2)

Define these roles.

(3)

Determine the sequence in which the roles should be taken
on by the user.

(4)

At this

Do each of these roles in the sequence determined above.

time this recommendation will be added as a note to the user

at the beginning of the methodology.

1.

a)

Imagine and write down in what ways you could fail
to accomplish the purpose.

This step produced some dimensions but did not completely stimulate the author's thinking at the time.

However, there was no cause for

concern, since the total set of steps for IV. A. is designed to produce
only the first set of dimensions for the methodology being developed;

will not
the failure of one or more steps to work as well as they should

.
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hinder the development of the methodology.

One should be concerned if

none of the steps are producing any dimensions for the methodology being

developed

c)

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write down
what is happening.

This step did not produce any dimensions.

possible reasons.

There are a number of

To begin with, the purpose around which the method-

ology was being developed simply does not lend itself to this step of

Metamethodology.
tions.

Dr. Hutchinson proposed a few other possible explana-

First some people, across purposes, applying this step will

characteristically get more out of Step l.a) than out of this step, and
vice versa; or for some purposes, across people, the purpose will char-

acteristically have more output from Step l.a) than from this step, and
vice versa.

Finally, since the elements of methodologist and purpose

between Steps
can at times be independent, there can be an interaction
l.a)

steps the methodoland l.c) such that in doing either one of the

ogist is actually doing both simultaneously.

work is probably
The explanation of why this step did not

bination of the above reasons.
important.

a

com-

not
At this point the actual reason is

are needed before any
Many more applications of the step

changes can be contemplated.

appropriate to the author.

be
Even then, the changes made may only

.
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i)

For each element determined through b + c,
determine all possible alternatives to
accomplish the purpose.

This step produced quite a few potential dimensions.

Some of

these dimensions were not true alternatives to the dimensions produced
by Step l.b); but the step is intended to be a stimulus to one's thinking, and in those terms it was quite successful.

It should be noted

that not every one of the steps designed to help the methodologist

analyze the implications of the purpose will work for every purpose

with equal success.

Already, it can be seen above that this is true.

ii)

Combine two lists into one:
turn alternatives
from a. around so they fit together with list
from d.

i)

In this application, the step served more than its own purpose.

In addition to simply combining the previous lists of dimensions, some
of the dimensions were slightly changed to make more sense in terms of

the purpose;

also, new dimensions were added which were stimulated by

the other dimensions.

did arise:

In all, this step worked very well.

One problem

explanthe step says to combine two lists into one with no

ation being offered regarding the two lists in question.

This is

generated by previous
important, since there are potentially four lists

steps.

into one major
The intent of this step is to combine all lists

:
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list.

For this reason the statement of the step has been changed as

follows

.

ii)

Create one list from all the lists generated
in the previous step.
For those dimensions
generated in a.
change their statements so
that they state a procedure or procedures to
solve the problems they originally identified.
,

iii)

Test the completeness of above list using one
or more of the following methods:
1)

Ask others to do steps a -

6)

Use any other tests of your own choosing.

A major gap became apparent here.

c.

Nowhere in Metamethodology

is

an explanation offered regarding what should be done with Test of Com-

pleteness data.

The step has been changed to read as follows:

iii)

Test the completeness of the above list by
using one or more of the following methods
to generate alternative lists of dimensions.
For each
Then examine these new lists
in d.ii)
produced
dimension not on the list
add
it to
above that you want on that list,
the
to
Add any other dimensions
the list.
list that you think of while doing this
process which are not already on the list
and which you want on the list.
.

added to the list of meth
A new test of completeness has now been

dimensions.
ods for generating alternative lists of

number

(7)

and the new test becomes number (6).

Number (6) becomes

.

.
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6)

2.

Use the possible methodologies generated
in Step III.D.

If at this point you cannot choose one of the alternatives on the basis that there is some reason to believe

that it will best accomplish the purpose, then do a + b.
Otherwise combine all lists to come out with one list
where there are alternatives choose one.

—
a)

Determine your value system.

b)

Use value system to turn list into a list of all
positive alternatives.
In other words, if one of
the alternatives is one that is contradictory or
non-desirable, use values to change it so it is
not

This step has a major problem:

it is not clear just what the

step instructs the methodologist to do.

Once the intent of the step was

clearly defined, the step worked very well.
that the methodologist is

The intent of the step is

to choose the dimensions

from the previously

generated list that should make up the initial major processes of the

methodology.

If the choice is not clear, then the substeps are used

to make the choice easier.

Another problem was that the substeps did

even more.
not really help to do that, but in fact confused the issue

Because of these problems the step was completely redesigned.

2.

Choose the initial set of major processes for the
methodology
a)

those
Look over the list of dimensions and choose
purpose.
which you feel will accomplish the

b)

to go
Combine together any dimensions that appear
together.

.

1

c)

10

Write out a new list with any combined
dimensions
listed together.

This new step with its substeps does not
solve all the problems
of the original step, but the author
feels that

the intent of the step

is now clear and that further design will
clear up the problems which

remain

R.

Organize the attributes into
1.

a

rational order of steps.

Determine which implications are not necessary for the
methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike them
from list.

The review of the chosen dimensions provides the necessary recon-

sideration of the list.

It worked very well in helping the author make

sure he chose the dimensions he felt would best accomplish the purpose

when used in the proper sequence.

2.

Determine which implications are contained in others
and note that.

The process the methodologist goes through here is important, and
it worked well when used at

this time.

In using the previous processes

of Step IV, the author wondered whether this step should be performed

earlier; in fact, Step IV. A.

2

includes this process.

But the author

time
felt it should be left here also, since the review done at this

Ill

confirms the first combination.

Furthermore, the author feels that by

waiting until this step to do the final combination
he had
of

a

better idea

the division of the dimensions and their
relationships to each other.

Another process was implied by this step but not
precisely stated in the

wording of the step.

This step calls for the methodologist to decide

which dimensions are really substeps of other dimensions.

However,

there are dimensions which are related and should be combined
but are

not logical substeps of each other.

In combining these dimensions a

major step had to be created for which these dimensions should be the
substeps.

The following steps were added to this step of Metamethod-

ology:

a)

Combine any dimensions on the list which are
related and define a single process when combined
but are not logical substeps of each other.

b)

Create a major step naming this process and list
the combined dimensions as substeps of this.

3.

Ask which implication you would have to accomplish first
in order to accomplish the rest.

4.

Write it out as first step.

5.

Ask which implication would now be first, given that the
first one is accomplished.

6.

Write it down as second step.

7.

Do this process until all major implications are
accounted for.

This series of steps worked very well.

These are probably some of

.

.
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the most operational steps of Metamethodology.

By some quirk those

dimensions chosen as the major processes of the Instructional Simulation

Design Methodology were already in the order chosen by this series of
steps of Metamethodology.

This quirk had never happened before in the

author's experience with Metamethodology.

8.

Order any substeps by cycling through

This was partly done in Step B.2.

3-7.

The check made here produced no

changes

10.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
procedurally

All the steps were already stated procedurally.

The author feels

methodologies— that
that this happened because of his previous work on
when developing a methodhe does this automatically (most of the time)
ology.

11.

Write out a revised list.

This step was very useful.

changes
In performing this step some

development so that the steps fit
were made in the methodology under
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together better and thus improved the methodology.
in the development of the methodology.

This process helped

At some future time the above

idea should be formally incorporated into the methodology.

being done

at

It is not

this time because more information is needed from further

tests of Metamethodology.

14.

Give revised ordered list to others experienced in
problem area and ask them to critique it.

The first draft of the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology

was given to Dr. Wolf for critique.

with the instructions given him.
purpose.

He had no trouble doing the task

The instructions were:

"Here is the

Please critique the methodology by noting those things that

do not make sense, noting things left out, and making suggestions for

adding."

This step has been revised to incorporate these instructions.

14.

Give revised ordered list to others experienced in
problem area for critique.
a)

Write out purpose of methodology.

b)

Write out following statement:
Please critique the list of steps designed to
accomplish the above purpose and point out those
feel
steps that you do not understand, steps you
and/
concepts
steps,
should be left out, and any
added.
be
or ideas that you feel should

c)

along
Present a copy of the above two statements
individthe
of
each
with a copy of the steps to
uals who will critique these steps.

.

IV 4
.

V.

The Data and Changes for Steps V

- VI

Operationalize the purpose.
A.

If the purpose is vague use "Operationalization of Fuzzy

Concepts"; otherwise use B.
B.

Use the straight analysis technique.

In Step II. B. it was determined that the "Operationalization of

Fuzzy Concepts" would be inappropriate for operationalizing the purpose
of the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology.

This being the

case, the instructions were to use the straight analysis technique.

The problem with doing this was that Dr. Hutchinson was the only person

available to the author who thought he knew how to do it.

The procedure

followed was to have Dr. Hutchinson operationalize this purpose by the

straight analysis technique; then through interaction with Dr. Hutchinson the author decided on the final set of components for the operationalization of the purpose.

It is not feasible for every methodologist,

must be
including the author, to use this process every time a purpose

operationalized.

the
The following steps were therefore developed for

straight analysis technique:

1.

Identify the fuzzy concepts in the purpose.

2.

Directly operationalize each fuzzy concept.

3.

among fuzzy
Directly operationalize the interaction
concepts

.
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4.

Test the criteria for completeness in a manner of
your choosing and revise them if necessary.

5.

Commit yourself to the final product.

Dr. Hutchinson then argued that this straight analysis technique

should be tried before the "Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts," since
he felt that most purposes would be more appropriately operationalized

by the former procedure.

The author agreed with this critique, because

his experience with this study pointed out to him that the resources

spent in determining which procedure to use could have been put to

better use elsewhere; and he too felt that most purposes fit the former

procedure better.

V.

The entire step was therefore redesigned as follows:

Operationalize the purpose.
A.

The straight analysis technique
1.

Identify the fuzzy concepts in the purpose.

2.

Directly operationalize each fuzzy concept.

3.

4.

B.

C.

D.

Directly operationalize the interaction among fuzzy
concepts
Test the criteria for completeness in a manner of
your choosing and revise them if necessary.

unsatisfied
Review the final set of components. If you are
of components
go to C; otherwise commit yourself to the set
and go to Step VI.
If you are still unsatisfied, go
Revise the components.
the revised set o
to D; otherwise commit yourself to
components and go to Step VI.

of Fuzzy Concepts.
Use Hutchinson’s "Operationalization
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VI.

Design Procedures
(N.B.

Design or redesign can be done at any level of breakdown,
including the highest.)

In this study the above step was cycled through twice, and obser-

vations were made on both cycles.

In the report of the observations on

how the step worked, the observations from both cycles will be presented
simultaneously.

Please note that any part of this step not done or not

observed in either of the two cycles will not be reported here.

If

the

step was done (see Chapter III) and not reported below, the step worked

well.

A.

Identify the first (next) step to be designed (i.e., the
first crucial step where it is not clear that the step would
be easy to develop). Use the criteria developed in Step V
to determine whether the step is crucial or not.

This step worked very well in both cycles.
the author to use and understand.

It was fairly easy for

In both cycles additional data were

used to choose the next step for further development; these data were
taken from Dr. Wolf's critique of the first draft of the methodology

under development.

The author felt that further development to include

the use of these types of data would be needed.

Dr. Hutchinson, in

direction for redesign
looking over this step's results, pointed out a
that could be incorporated immediately.

Because of this the step was
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redesigned, and the new step appears below.

A.

Identify the first (next) step to be
designed (i.e., the
irst crucial step where it is not clear
that the step
would be easy to develop).
1.

Examine each step of the initial draft of the
methodology for gaps.

2.

When a gap is found, determine if it is crucial. Use
the operationalization of the purpose as criteria
to
determine if the gap is crucial.

3.

If the gap is not crucial, go back to 1.
to examine; otherwise go to 4.

4.

Determine if gap is hard to develop.
a)

and continue

Answer this question: When I read this step does
it convey to me what must be done to accomplish
it?

b)
5.

If the answer is no, go to B; otherwise go to 5.

Cycle back to 1.
If no gaps were found that fit both
criteria then identify "crucial" gaps and develop
those.
If no "crucial" gaps were found then develop
any gaps.

B.

Identify the step’s subpurpose.

In the first cycle this step was very difficult to use.
a

It was

bit easier in the second cycle but still very difficult to use.

is a major gap in Metamethodology.

This

During the first cycle the author

was not sure of the appropriateness of the subpurpose developed for the
developstep of the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology under

ment in this cycle.

Dr. Hutchinson was used as a test of completeness

:
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in the second cycle; this made the
step work a little better, but it

did not solve the actual problems with
the step.

Any procedures developed for this step
should not be overly long
or complicated, since the resources available
for this step will always

be extremely limited.

Because of the nature of Step VI of Metamethod-

ology resources must be balanced throughout the various
substeps.

If

this substep is either long or complex, it will demand
more resources

than should be used here.

For this reason, the substeps of Step II of

Metamethodology are inappropriate for this step.

No development of this

step was done at this time since more information is needed before the

development can be done.

C.

Analyze implications of subpurpose in terms of main purpose.
a.

Use the following method to analyze implications of the
subpurpose
1.

a)

Imagine and write down in what ways you could
fail to accomplish the purpose.

In both the first and second cycles this step worked easily.

step was stopped when the author felt he had begun nit-picking.

The

At some

point a criterion of this sort should be added to this step and to those
that follow.

The step was more useful during the two cycles here in

Step VI than it was in Step IV.

The only reason for this is the differ-

ent purposes on which this step of Metamethodology was being used.
of
changes or further development are necessary for this step

No

.

1

IQ

Metamethodology at this time.

b)

Imagine and write down in what ways you can
accomplish the purpose, avoiding all the
problems

This step worked very well both times it was used during
the two

cycles of Step VI of Metamethodology.

In the first cycle the author

found himself putting down alternatives to dimensions he wrote because
of this step.

This begins to demonstrate that the more one uses these

steps the easier they are to use.

The steps of this section of Step VI

of Metamethodology and the corresponding section of Step IV are intended

to stimulate the user's

thinking on the purpose under development.

This

field test has shown how well they do that now.

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write
down what is happening.

c)

As in Step IV,
of Step VI.

this step produced no dimensions in the first cycle

In the second cycle, six dimensions were produced and the

step worked very well.

In the discussion of (b) above it was stated

that this set of steps is intended to stimulate the user's thinking.
the
Because of this some steps work better than others, depending upon

purpose.

drew

a

author
The first two times this particular step was used, the

blank.

different
The third time the step was used, for the third
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purpose, this step worked very well.

Therefore, the reason

a

step does

not work every time should first be considered to be that the step is

not amenable to the purpose.

Until the step has been tried unsuccess-

fully for at least ten different purposes, no changes should be made.

d)

For each element determined through b +
c, determine all possible alternatives
to accomplish the purpose.

i)

This step was used only in the second cycle, and it produced no

new dimensions for the step under development.

Besides the reason

presented above, an alternative reason may be that the previous three
steps produced

a

large number of dimensions, of which some were clear

alternatives to others.

This set of steps, whether in Step IV of Meta-

methodology or here in Step VI, is designed

as

a unit.

In this light,

all the
there will be times when some of the previous steps will exhaust

dimensions a later step might otherwise have produced.

In addition, it

not produce any
should be remembered that because of this a step need

are short and the
dimensions, and need not even be used if resources
for the purpose with which
user feels that this step is not appropriate

he is working at the time.

The latter is why the step was not used

Metamethodology.
during the first cycle of Step VI of
changes were made in this step.

Once again, no

.

,
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ii)

Combine two lists into one:
turn alternatives from a. around so they fit
together with list from d.i).

This step is useful and worked well in both cycles through
Step
VI.

The change in this step made in Step IV will be made here for the

same reason:

that the full intent of this step is not clear.

The new

version of the step is presented below.

ii)

2.

Create one list from all the lists
generated in the previous step.
For
those dimensions generated in a.
change their statements so that they
state a procedure or procedures to
solve the problems they originally
identified

this point you cannot choose one of the alternatives on the basis that there is some reason to
believe that it will best accomplish the purpose,
Otherwise combine all lists to come
then do a + b.
out with one list -- where there are alternatives
choose one.
If at

a)

Determine your value system.

b)

Use value system to turn list into a list of
In other words, if
all positive alternatives.
one of the alternatives is one that is contradictory or non-desirable, use values to change
it so it is not.

This step worked well when its intent was understood.

However,

Step IV, previously
the critique of this step in the discussion of
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presented in this chapter, also holds here.

The changes made in the

step for Step IV of Metamethodology will also be
made here to solve the

same problem.

The changes are repeated below.

2.

b.

Choose the initial set of major processes for the
methodology.
a)

Look over the list of dimensions and choose
those you feel will accomplish the purpose.

b)

Combine together any dimensions that appear
to go together.

c)

Write out a new list with any combined
dimensions listed together.

Organize the attributes into a rational order of steps.
1.

Determine which implications are not necessary for
the methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike
them from list.

This was a very useful and necessary procedure.

It helped the

author eliminate dimensions chosen previously that were not actually

appropriate for the steps of the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology under development in these two cycles.

2.

Determine which implications are contained in
others and note that.

In both cycles

the first
this step worked very well; in fact, in

.

.
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cycle one dimension initially seen as a substep of
another dimension was

changed to a major step, and two other dimensions
were switched from one

major step to another.
is

Again, in the discussion of this process as it

used in Step IV of Metamethodology a problem was mentioned
that also

exists here.

made here.

The changes made to solve the problem in Step IV are also

The following substeps are added to this process:

a)

Combine any dimensions on the list which are
related and define a single process when
combined but are not logical substeps of
each other.

b)

Create a major step naming this process and
list the combined dimensions as substeps of
this

10.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
procedurally

This step worked well in both cycles and proved very useful in the

second cycle, where few of the steps were stated procedurally.
tion,

In addi-

the step proved useful in helping to make the chosen steps consis-

tent in language and in straightening out the cycling component in one

of the substeps.

It

is unlikely that in doing the previous steps of

be stated
Step IV of Metamethodology the dimensions elicited would all

procedurally; and it is necessary that the steps of
stated procedurally in some cases.

a

methodology be

Finally, it should be noted that

has a fairly high
further development of this step of Metamethodology

be as clear to
priority, since the intent of this step may not

a
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newcomer to methodologies

d.

as

it was to the author.

Identify anchoring steps for methodology.

The wording for this step has been changed, since
in Step VI of

Metamethodology the concern is to develop the substeps for the step
under development.

This step should ask for the anchoring steps (i.e.

the very first and very last processes)

,

for the step under development

rather than the methodology.

d.

Identify the anchoring steps for the step under
development at this time.

E.

Examine the logic of the step under design in terms of
subpurpose and main purpose.

F.

Fill in the gaps that are found and then recycle to VI. E.
If no gaps, go on to VI. G.

The usefulness of these two steps is demonstrated by the changes

made in the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology.

The actual

changes were minor, but without them the purposes for each of the steps

might not have been accomplished as well as they might now be.

The test

with the step
is important because it should expose any major problems

under development that can be discovered without field testing.

The

processes, and
actual processes used by the author were unconscious
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because of this the steps need further
development at some future time.

G.

Examine the logic of entire methodology
and its parts in
terms of main purpose in light of the step
under development.

H.

Redesign step and/or methodology and recycle to VI.
G.
no gaps,

If

then go to VI. I.

In the second cycle of Step VI of Metamethodology,
as a result of

this test a gap in the step designed during the previous cycle was dis-

covered that might have gone unnoticed until a field test.

Also because

of this test, in the first cycle an important change was made in the

statement of one of the steps in the Instructional Simulation Design

Methodology that helped clear up the intent of the step.
step of Metamethodology accomplished its purpose.

In all, this

Like the previous

test, it will need further development; but it will suffice for the

time being.

I.

Recycle to VI. A. until you feel that further applications
of VI will not produce sufficient improvement to warrant
One may also go on to VII. A. as
spending of resources.
well as going back to VI. A.

—

At

this time a general problem with Step VI appeared which must

be rectified.

At no time does this step provide for the methodology

made.
under development to be rewritten with all the changes

This is
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necessary for the proper testing of the methodology.
changes in VI

.

I

.

The following

were made, and VI. J. was added.

I.

Recycle to VI. A. until you feel that further applications
of VI will not produce sufficient improvement to warrant
spending of resources.

J.

Before going to VII, write out a new draft of the methodology including all changes made to date as a result of
VI.
(N.B.

IV

.

5

One may conduct a field test as well as running
through VI by using the data obtained in the field
test to help out in the development procedures.)

The Data and Changes for Step VII

VII.

Test and then revise the purpose and/or procedures if necessary.
A.

Field test methodology; if necessary, redesign (use Step
VI).

At the outset of this study no steps for carrying out
test of a methodology existed.

a

field

The concepts of a field test presented

in the design section of Chapter II were designed especially for this

study.

These concepts were tested by this study.

The only observations

Hutchinson's feelon this aspect of the study were, the author’s and Dr.
ings that the study had accomplished what was intended.

If any steps,

considered successconcepts or ideas accomplish their purpose they are
ful.

for a field
Based on the results of this study, these concepts

test were a success, at least this time.

The following development of

of Metamethodology was done based
the field test section of Step VII
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on the concepts outlined in Chapter II.

Field test the methodology.

A.

IV . 6

—

1.

Determine what is to be field tested
methodology or the entire methodology.

2.

Determine the simplest field test not already done on
the subject of the field test.

3.

Write out the purpose (of the methodology or the part
to be tested) and its operationalization.

4.

Determine your goals for the field test. If this is
not easy to do, use the Goals Process from the
Fortune /Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology.

5.

Develop the measures for the field test from the
operationalization of the purpose and your goals.
If this is not easy to do, use the Measuring Process
from the Fortune/Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology.

6.

Do the field test and carry through the observations.

7.

Use the data to revise the methodology or the part
by recycling to Step VI.

a part of the

Summary

In this chapter the results of the field test concerning the

observations and changes of Metamethodology were presented.

In this

its perchapter the step used was presented; the observations made on

result of the
formance came next; and the changes, if any, made as a

observations were reported.
If

field test of Metamethany conclusions can be drawn from this

odology , only one can be stated.
worked.
I,

In this test Metamethodology has

be stated.
No other conclusions can be or should

concept of methodology.
the reader was Introduced to the

In Chapter

Chapter II
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introduced Metamethodology and described the design of the study.
Chapter III demonstrated how Metamethodologv develops methodologies
by presenting the results of each step from the field test.

chapter, Chapter V, will summarize the study.

*

The final
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CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY, COMMENTS AND IMPLICATIONS

The popularization of systematic approaches to problem solving in

Education has led researchers at the University of Massachusetts School
of Education to do research and development in the area of methodology.

Methodologies for evaluation and needs analysis, among others, have
resulted from this work.

This study deals with what might be the most

important of the various methodologies resulting from this work

methodology.

— Meta-

In this study, Metamethodology has been tested to see if

it accomplishes its purpose,

to develop a methodology for the accom-

plishment of any definable purpose.
Methodology is defined

as

a

systematized, standardized, operation-

alized set of rules and procedures for the accomplishment of a defined

purpose (Thomann, 1973).

It is an exact,

ordered and well-defined

Methodology is

process by which a particular problem may be solved.

a
similar to the systems approach in that it (methodology) presents

preordained, logical way of dealing with the problem.

It is different

established course of
from the systems approach in that it has a set,
dealing with the problem
action, with clear-cut rules, to follow when
The purpose of the methodology

it

(methodology) was designed to solve.

is

what he
defined so that the user knows precisely

is

trying to accom

therefore, can establish the extent
plish by using the methodology and,
to which he accomplishes

it.

of these
The systems approach has none

characteristics (Pfeiffer, 1968).

no

Methodology can also be considered an abstract but operational solution to a class of problems.

Methodology is abstract because it does

not supply a specific solution to a problem, but supplies the means by

which that solution can be obtained.

A methodology is operational be-

cause the set of rules and procedures which supplies the solution is as

prescriptive and definitive

as possible.

A class of problems is dealt

with since certain characteristics in problems exist which allow one
to group these problems

together and call them similar, with only the

particular circumstances of each problem making it different from the
others.
of

By design,

a

methodology deals with the general characteristics

the problem area and provides the means by which the particular cir-

cumstances are accounted for and integrated into the solution.
The best example of a methodology comes from Computer Science.

computer program is

a

methodology in which the user

the computer) rather than a human being.

is

a

A

machine (i.e.,

But computer programs can also

be operated by human beings who understand the language in which they
are written.

Finally, it suffices to say that a computer program fits

methodboth the definition of methodology and the implied concept of

ology discussed briefly above (see Chapter I).
the inherent
However, this study was not primarily concerned with

qualities of methodology in general.

The primary concern of this study

Metamethodology.
was one methodology in particular, called

Metamethod-

other methodologies.
ology is a methodology designed to develop

In

social inventions; MetamethodYoung’s (1968) terms, methodologies are
ology is a process for social invention.

.
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Metamethodology is designed to accomplish the purpose:

to develop

methodology for the accomplishment of any definable purpose.

a

To do

this there are seven major processes in Metamethodology.

The first major process of Metamethodology is to choose the problem

area for which the user^ will develop a methodology.
sic ways in which the problem area can be chosen.

There are two ba-

In the first way,

the

developer is instructed to draw the problem area from his own interests.
the second, the developer conducts a client-demand study by imple-

In

menting Coffing's Client-Demand Methodology (Coffing, 1973a, 1973b).
After the problem area has been chosen, the developer next begins
an investigation of the area.

The investigation can take the shape of

literature search, discussions with practitioners in the area, or

a

practical experience with the area, among other things.

The result of

this investigation is the determination of a purpose to solve a specific

class of problems in the problem area.

This will be the purpose around

which the developer will develop a methodology.
Next the developer tests the purpose against four criteria.

criteria are desirability, operationalizability

,

These

practicability and the

insufficiency of existing methodologies for accomplishing the purpose.
In

testing desirability, the developer is attempting to determine

if

this purpose
potential users of the new methodology to be developed for

want such a methodology.

The developer then checks to see if the pur-

it would be impossible
pose can be operationalized; he does this because

6

be referred to as
The user of Metamethodology will henceforth

developer

t.ie

"
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to determine whether a methodology accomplished
a purpose if no one

could understand what the purpose meant.

In the practicability test

the developer is actually testing the purpose in two
ways:

first, he

checks to see if a methodology for this purpose can be developed
given
the resources available to develop it; second, he checks
to see if the

methodology, once developed, can be applied practically.

Finally, the

developer checks the current state of the art in the field to see

if

any methodologies already exist for this purpose.

Once a purpose passes all these tests, Step IV of Metamethodology
is implemented.

Through analysis of the implications of the purpose,

the first rough draft of the methodology for the chosen purpose is de-

veloped.

The first half of this step provides the processes that carry

through the analysis of the implications of the purpose.

The second

half of the step provides the processes that organize the results of
the analysis of the implications into the first rough draft.

The fifth major process of Metamethodology is to operationalize
the purpose.

This can be done earlier if the developer so chooses, but

neither of the two later steps of Metamethodology can be
this step being performed.

/done

without

There are two distinct processes available

to the developer to carry out this step.

The first is the direct anal-

Fuzzy
ysis technique; the other is Hutchinson’s "Operationalization of

Concepts

.

methodology.
Step VI provides for the further development of the
in need of development,
Here the developer systematically chooses a step

step, etc., until no more
develops it and cycles back to choose another

.
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development is needed, or until the potential benefit that
can be
derived from this step does not warrant the spending of
resources, or
until the resources are exhausted.

This step also has two sections.

In the first section the part of the methodology needing development
is identified and developed;

then this newly developed part is tested

logically for any flaws and those flaws are corrected.
Finally, the methodology is tested.

First the developer conducts

field tests of the methodology to collect data on problems and solve
the problems.

After field testing is completed, hypothesis-testing is

done

Until this study, no formal testing of Metamethodology had ever

been carried out.

Since Metamethodology is a methodology under devel-

opment, field testing can be applied to Metaraethodology

.

Field testing

is an extremely useful tool in helping the developer of a methodology

locate and isolate problems which need to be corrected in order to im-

prove the methodology.

The developers of Metamethodology determined

that this was the next step in the development of Metamethodology.

The design of this study had two distinct parts.

The first part

was to actually use Metamethodology to design a methodology.

At the

well
same time this use of Metamethodology was observed to determine how

Metamethodology worked in accomplishing its purpose.

The data gathered

Metamethodfrom these observations were used to identify problems with

ology and make changes to solve some of these problems.
for the developThe area of instructional simulations was chosen

ment of a methodology.

specific
The next step was to focus in on a

.

1

class of problems in this general area.

needing methodological development:

34

Three areas were identified as

simulation development, simulation

direction, and research into the effectiveness of simulations.

The area

of simulation development was chosen by the author for development of a

methodology
Next the purpose for the methodology in the area of instructional

simulation design was developed.

First a trial purpose was developed;

from this the final purpose was developed.

This purpose is to develop

simulated experiential techniques for a defined learning objective.
This purpose was found to be desirable, operationalizable and practicable.

In addition, no other real methodology was found for this purpose.

Of those that were found, none offered a reasonable line of development;

therefore a new methodology was developed for this purpose.
The next step in Metamethodology is to develop the first draft
of the methodology by analyzing the implications of the purpose.

draft of the methodology for the purpose

— to

develop simulated experi-

ential techniques for a defined learning objective

Appendix

B.

— can

be found in

The basic thrust of the methodology has four parts.

First

Next a number of possible

the learning objective is chosen and defined.

structures for the simulation are outlined.

The

After this, the simulation

learning objecdesigner chooses the structure that will best teach the

tive and develops the complete simulation.

Finally, the simulation is

tested and revised based on the tests.

The purpose was now operationalized.

The straight analysis tech-

purpose.
nique was used to operationalize the

The purpose and Its

:
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operationalization appear below.

Purpose:

To develop simulated experiential
techniques for a

defined learning objective.

Operationalization
(1)

The learning objective is one or more directly

observable behaviors and/or states.
(2)

There is an operational treatment.
A.

The directions of the operational treatment

ask the participants to behave in a situation
that is hypothetical (not real, made up) and

faster than real time.
(3)

The treatment accomplishes the learning objective.

Two cycles of Step VI of Metamethodology were done in order to

further develop two of the steps of the Instructional Simulation Design

Methodology.

The two steps were part of the process for outlining pos-

sible simulation structures for the learning objectives.

The results

of both of these run-throughs are documented in Chapter III and can be

found in Draft II of the Instructional Simulation Design Methodology
in Appendix B.

A number of problems were isolated as a result of this study, and

changes were made in Metamethodology to solve some of these problems.

Problems and changes are documented in Chapter IV and can be found in
Draft VII of Metamethodology in Appendix A.

3.

test.
In all, Metamethodology worked very well in this

The
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Instructional Simulation Design Methodology developed during this study
has definite potential to be a major breakthrough in the field.

During

the study the author and Dr. Christopher Dede had occasion to develop
a simulation for one of Dr. Dede’s classes.

The methodology was not

complete or ready for testing at the time, but it was sufficiently

developed that the basic process could be used informally to develop
the needed simulation.

The process worked very well, and the simula-

tion designed by the author and Dr. Dede seemed successful when used.

The final draft of the methodology produced by Metamethodology was

recently reviewed by Dr. Peter Gurau.

He felt the methodology has great

potential and is a significant advance in the field.

When the study was

initiated, the author did not expect the methodology developed during
the field test to have the impact or significance for which this meth-

odology has the potential.
Drafts V and VI of Metamethodology have been used in simple appli-

cations by a number of other individuals.

Some of these individuals

were trained in the class taught by Dr. Hutchinson and the author (see
Chapter II).

In all cases the author has been informed by the individ-

well.
uals involved that Metamethodology has worked extremely

problems and to improve the
In a field test, the object is to find

methodology by solving the problems found.

This study is not the final

the first field test.
field test of Metamethodology; it is only

In

tests possible (see Chapter II).
fact, it was one of the simplest field

problems were found and solved.
No assumption can be made that all the
those
were solved in the study, since
In fact, only some of the problems

.
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problems identified but not solved at this time need further investigation.

All additional field tests of Metamethodology should be done in the

simplest cases until no additional problems are solved.

Then more dif-

ficult field tests should be done until these expose no more problems.
This process should be continued until the most difficult field test

possible is performed with no problems resulting from this test.

The

one objective in doing this type of testing is to improve Metamethodol-

ogy

•

This does not mean that Metamethodology cannot be used to develop

methodologies until the testing is done.
true.

In fact just the opposite is

As mentioned previously, some individuals are already using

Metamethodology successfully.

At present there is no reason to believe

that others cannot also use Metamethodology successfully as it now

stands
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I.

II.

Put methodologist in contact with problem using one of two
methods

Simple method

B.

Complex

State the purpose by analyzing the area and determining a purpose
that will solve the problem.
A.

B.

III.

— use interests of the methodologist
method — use Coffing Client-Demand Methodology

A.

Use at least one of the following criteria to analyze the
problem area:
1.

Read the literature in the area.

2.

Talk to people who work in the area.

3.

Examine work being done in the area.

Use the results of this analysis to state the purpose.

Test the purpose by the following criteria:
A.

Is purpose desirable?
1.

Use one of the following methods
use Complex Method.
a)

ii)

2.

where not obvious

Simple Method
i)

b)

—

Answer question yourself with rationale
Get diverse groups to answer question

Complex Method
Methodology

—

use Coffing Client-Demand

Revise the purpose if necessary.

.

U5

B.

Is purpose operationalizable?
1.

Use "Operationalization of Fuzzy
Concepts"
N.B.

2.

C.

It is not necessary to do
a complete operationalization at this point.
It is only necessary
to find if the purpose can be
operationalized.

Check A in light of operationalization
and revise
necessary

if

Is purpose practicable?
1*

2.

Answer question yourself in terms of
a)

Is methodology practical given purpose?

b)

Is purpose practical once methodology is developed?

Get diverse groups to answer question.
a)

Methodologists answer question of C.l.a)

b)

Methodologists and potential users answer question
of C.l.b)

3.

I).

Are existing methodologies insufficient?
1.

IV.

Revise the purpose if necessary and recycle through A
and B; otherwise go to D.

Revise the purpose if necessary and recycle through A,
B and C; otherwise go to IV.

Once all answers to III are yes, then analyze implications of
the purpose for the development of methodology.
(This is a way
of identifying the attributes that the methodology must have.)
A.

(Hutchinson
Use following method to analyze implications.
says "Problem implies its own solutions." In this case, the
implications of the purpose supply first approximation of
gross methodological elements.)
1.

a)

b)

Imagine and write down in what ways you could fail
to accomplish the purpose.

Imagine and write down in what ways you can accomplish the purpose, avoiding all the problems.

.

.

1
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Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write down
what is happening.

c)

d)

i)

ii)

For each element determined through b + c,
determine all possible alternatives to
accomplish the purpose.

Combine two lists into one:
turn alternatives
from a. around so they fit together with list
from d i)
.

iii)

2.

Test the completeness of above list using one
or more of the following methods:
1)

Ask others to do steps a - c.

2)

Think up alternatives which have nothing
to do with this purpose and consider
whether they do or not.

3)

Go back to list generated in b and c, and
consider again whether any of those should
be on list and add any new ones.

4)

Ask yourself if your alternatives have any
alternatives to them.

5)

Ask what bad alternatives exist that are
not on this list and how they could be
changed to good alternatives.

6)

Use any other tests of your own choosing.

If at this point you cannot choose one of the alternatives on the basis that there is some reason to believe
that it will best accomplish the purpose, then do a + b.

Otherwise combine all lists to come out with one list
where there are alternatives choose one.

—
a)

b)

B.

Determine your value system.
Use value system to turn list into a list of all
positive alternatives. In other words, if one of
or
the alternatives is one that is contradictory
is
non-desirable, use values to change it so it
not

order of steps.
Organize the attributes into a rational

.
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1*

Det ermine which implications are
not necessary for the
methodology (accomplishing purpose) and
strike them
from list.

2.

Determine which implications are contained
in others
and note that.

3.

Ask which implication you would have to
accomplish first
in order to accomplish the rest.

4.

Write it out as first step.

5.

Ask which implication would now be first, given that the
first one is accomplished.

6.

Write it down as second step.

7.

Do this process until all major implications are
accounted for.

8.

Order any substeps by cycling through

9.

Check to see if order has logical flow to it.

3-7.

10.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
procedurally

11.

Write out a revised list.

12.

Check completion of ordering by asking others (at
least one) to give an ordering of implications with
explanation of why, if possible, without showing
them your ordering. This can be verbal or written,
depending on the resources available.

13.

Do a revised ordering based on responses from 11.

14.

Give revised ordered list to others experienced in
problem area and ask them to critique it.

15.

Do a final ordering and write it out.

C.

Add in any steps or functions that are implied by the
existing steps at the same level of abstraction.

D.

Identify anchoring steps for methodology.
(1.
2.

Putting methodologist in contact with problem.

Testing whether methodology has worked (then recycle).)

.

:

.

.
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E.

V.

VI.

Write out final list to be used throughout rest of
methodology

Operationalize the purpose.
A.

If the purpose is vague use "Operationalization of Fuzzy
Concepts"; otherwise use B.

B.

Use the straight analysis technique.

Design Procedures
(N.B.

A.

Design or redesign can be done at any level of breakdown,
including the highest.)

Identify the first (next) step to be designed (i.e., the
first crucial step where it is not clear that the step would
be easy to develop)
Use the criteria developed in Step V
to determine whether the step is crucial or not.
.

B.

Identify the step's subpurpose.

C.

Analyze implications of subpurpose in terms of main purpose.
a.

Use the following method to analyze implications of the
subpurpose
1.

a)

Imagine and write down in what ways you could
fail to accomplish the purpose.

b)

Imagine and write down in what ways you can
accomplish the purpose, avoiding all the
problems

c)

d)

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write
down what is happening.
i)

ii)

iii)

For each element determined through b +
c, determine all possible alternatives
to accomplish the purpose.

Combine two lists into one: turn alternatives from a. around so they fit together
with list from d.i)
using
Test the completeness of above list
one or more of the following methods:

1

1)

Ask others to do steps a -

2)

Think up alternatives which have
nothing to do with this purpose and
consider whether they do or not.

3)

Go back to list generated in b and c,
and consider again whether any of those
should be on list and add any new ones.

4)

Ask yourself if your alternatives have
any alternatives to them.

5)

Ask what bad alternatives exist that
are not on this list and how they could
be changed to good alternatives.

49

c.

2.

If at this point you cannot choose one of the alternatives on the basis that there is some reason to
believe that it will best accomplish the purpose,
then do a + b.
Otherwise combine all lists to come
out with one list
where there are alternatives
choose one.

—

b.

a)

Determine your value system.

b)

Use value system to turn list into a list of all
In other words, if one
positive alternatives.
of the alternatives is one that is contradictory
or non-desirable, use values to change it so it
is not.

Organize the attributes into a rational order of steps.
1.

Determine which implications are not necessary for
the methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike
them from list.

2.

Determine which implications are contained in others
and note that.

3.

Ask which implication you would have to accomplish
first in order to accomplish the rest.

4.

Write it out as first step.

5.

first, given the
Ask which implication would now be
first one is accomplished.

6.

Write it down as second step.

)

.

.
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7.

Do this process until all major implications are
accounted for.

8.

Order any substeps by cycling through

9.

Check to see if order has logical flow to it.

3-7.

10.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
procedurally

11.

Check completion of ordering by asking others (at
least one) to give an ordering of implications with
explanation of why, if possible, without showing
them your ordering. This can be verbal or written,
depending on the resources available.

12.

Do a revised ordering based on responses from 11.

13.

Give revised ordered list to others experienced in
problem area and ask them to critique it.

14.

Do a final ordering and write it out.

c.

Add in any steps or functions that are implied by the
existing steps at the same level of abstraction.

d.

Identify anchoring steps for methodology.
(1.
2.

Putting methodologist in contact with problem.
Testing whether methodology has worked (then
recycle)
.

e.

Write out final list to be used throughout rest of
methodology

D.

Determine the amount of completeness and test for it.

E.

Examine the logic of the step under design in terms of
subpurpose and main purpose.

F.

VI. E.
Fill in the gaps that are found and then recycle to
If no gaps, go on to VI. G.

G

parts in
Examine the logic of entire methodology and its
developunder
terms of main purpose in light of the step
ment
.

H.

recycle to VI. G.
Redesign step and/or methodology and
no gaps, then go to VI. I.

If

.
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I.

Recycle to VI. A. until you feel that further applications
of VI will not produce sufficient improvement to warrant
spending of resources.
One may also go on to VII. A. as
well as going back to VI. A.

—

VII.

Test and then revise the purpose and/or procedures if necessary.
A.

Field test methodology; if necessary, redesign (use Step
VI).

B.

Conclusion-oriented research of methodology;
redesign (use Step VI)

if necessary,

.
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Metamethodology
Draft VI
February, 1973

I.

Put methodologist in contact with problem
using one of two
methods
:

II.

— use interests of the methodologist
method — use Coffing Client-Demand Methodology

A.

Simple method

B.

Complex

State the purpose by analyzing the area and determining a purpose
that will solve the problem.
A.

Investigate the problem area.
1.

Read the literature in the area.

2.

Talk to people who work in the area.

3.

Examine work being done in the area.

4.

Brainstorm about the problem area.

5.

Try out tools that already exist in problem area.

B.

Narrow down area into manageable piece (focus).

C.

Investigate purposes within the chosen piece of the problem
area

D.

E.

1.

Brainstorm purposes that will solve the chosen problem.

2.

Read the literature applicable to the chosen problem.

3.

Ask others for purposes they think will solve the
chosen problem.

more than one purpose has resulted from the previous
step, then choose the most appropriate one.
If

Check chosen purpose against following two criteria:
1.

Check purpose to see that it is not trivial.

.
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III.

2.

Check purpose to see if it really solves the problem
you have in mind.

3.

If purpose fails to meet one of the above criteria,
revise it until it meets them both.

F.

If resources warrant, show purpose to others for their
critique based on the above two criteria.

G.

Write out purpose and commit yourself to it.
(If you can
say why you don’t like it, then revise and recycle to E.
If you can't say why you don't like it, then go on to
Step III.)

Test the purpose by the following criteria:
A.

Is purpose desirable?
1.

Use one of the following methods
use Complex Method.
a)

Answer question yourself with rationale
Get diverse groups to answer question

ii)

2.

B.

where not obvious

Simple Method
i)

b)

—

Complex Method
Methodology

—

use Coffing Client-Demand

Revise the purpose if necessary.

Is purpose operationalizable?
1.

Use "Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts"
N.B.

is not necessary to do a complete operationIt is only necessary
alization at this point.
It

to find if the purpose can be operationalized.
2.

C.

if
Check A in light of operationalization and revise
necessary

Is purpose practicable?
1.

Answer question yourself in terms of
a)

practical
Is the development of a methodology
given this purpose?

1
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Is the methodology once developed a practical
way to accomplish the purpose?

b)

Get diverse groups to answer question.

2.

a)

Methodologists answer question of C.l.a)

b)

Methodologists and potential users answer question
of C.l.b)

Revise the purpose if necessary and recycle through A
and B; otherwise go to D.

3.

Are existing methodologies insufficient?

D.

1.

Test in following way:
a)

Search area for existing methodologies.

b)

Take found methodologies and test them against
definition of methodology. If they all fail go
to Step IV.

c)

Are they designed to accomplish your purpose?
If not go to Step IV.

d)

Does any one of them accomplish your purpose?
If not go to Step IV.

e)

(See if they are used.)
Are these practical?
IV.
Step
to
not
go
If

f)

Are they desirable?

If all are not, go to Step

IV.
g)

2.

IV.

Is any one complete?
is not.)

(You may work on it if it

Revise the purpose and recycle through tests
necessary.

if

analyze implications of
Once all answers to III are yes, then
(This is a way
methodology.
the purpose for the development of
the methodology must have.)
of identifying the attributes that
A.

(Hutchinson
implications.
Use following method to analyze
In this case, the
solutions.
says "Problem implies its own
approximation o
implications of the purpose supply first
gross methodological elements.)

.
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1.

a)

Imagine and write down in what ways you could fail
to accomplish the purpose.

b)

Imagine and write down in what ways you can accomplish the purpose, avoiding all the problems.

c)

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write down
what is happening.

d)

i)

ii)

For each element determined through b + c,
determine all possible alternatives to
accomplish the purpose.

Combine two lists into one:
turn alternatives
from a. around so they fit together with list
from d i)
.

iii)

Test the completeness of above list using one
or more of the following methods:
1)

Ask others to do steps a -

2)

Think up alternatives which have nothing
to do with this purpose and consider
whether they do or not.

3)

Go back to list generated in b and c, and
consider again whether any of those should
be on list and add any new ones.

4)

5)

6)

2.

c.

Ask yourself if your alternatives have any
alternatives to them.
Ask what bad alternatives exist that are
not on this list and how they could be
changed to good alternatives.
Use any other tests of your own choosing.

alternaIf at this point you cannot choose one of the
believe
tives on the basis that there is some reason to
do a + b.
that it will best accomplish the purpose, then
list
Otherwise combine all lists to come out with one
one.
choose
alternatives
where there are

—
a)

Determine your value system.

.

.
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b)

B.

Use value system to turn list into a list of all
positive alternatives.
In other words, if one of
the alternatives is one that is contradictory or
non-desirable, use values to change it so it Is
not

Organize the attributes into a rational order of steps.
1.

Determine which implications are not necessary for the
methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike them
from list.

2.

Determine which implications are contained in others
and note that.
Determine which implications can be
combined to make one step and give those a name.

3.

Ask which implication you would have to accomplish first
in order to accomplish the rest.

4.

Write it out as first step.

5.

Ask which implication would now be first, given that the
first one is accomplished.

6.

Write it down as second step.

7.

Do this process until all major implications are

accounted for.

3-7.

8.

Order any substeps by cycling through

9.

Check to see if order has logical flow to it.

10.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
procedurally

11.

Write out a revised list.

12.

(at
Check completion of ordering by asking others
with
implications
least one) to give an ordering of
showing
explanation of why, if possible, without
This can be verbal or written,
them your ordering.
depending on the resources available.

13.

responses from 12.
Do a revised ordering based on

14.

experienced in
Give revised ordered list to others
it.
critique
to
problem area and ask them

15.

it out.
Do a final ordering and write

:

.

.

1

C.

Add in any steps or functions that
are implied by the
existing steps at the same level of
abstraction.

D.

Identify anchoring steps for methodology.
(1.
2.

E.

V.

VI.

Putting methodologist in contact with problem.
Testing whether methodology has worked (then recycle).)

Write out final list to be used throughout rest of
methodology

Operationalize the purpose.
A.

If the purpose is vague use "Operationalization of Fuzzy
Concepts"; otherwise use B.

B.

Use the straight analysis technique.

Design Procedures
(N.B.

A.

Design or redesign can be done at any level of breakdown,
including the highest.)

Identify the first (next) step to be designed (i.e., the
first crucial step where it is not clear that the step would
be easy to develop)
Use the criteria developed in Step V
to determine whether the step is crucial or not.
.

B.

Identify the step's subpurpose.

C.

Analyze implications of subpurpose in terms of main purpose.
a.

Use the following method to analyze implications of the
subpurpose
1.

a)

Imagine and write down in what ways you could
fail to accomplish the purpose.

b)

Imagine and write down in what ways you can
accomplish the purpose, avoiding all the
problems

c)

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write
down what is happening.

57

.
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d)

i)

ii)

iii)

2.

For each element determined
through b +
c, determine all possible
alternatives
to accomplish the purpose.

Combine two lists into one:
turn alternatives from a. around so they fit together
with list from d.i)
Test the completeness of above list using
one or more of the following methods:
1)

Ask others to do steps a - c.

2)

Think up alternatives which have
nothing to do with this purpose and
consider whether they do or not.

3)

Go back to list generated in b and c,
and consider again whether any of those
should be on list and add any new ones.

4)

Ask yourself if your alternatives have
any alternatives to them.

5)

Ask what bad alternatives exist that
are not on this list and how they could
be changed to good alternatives.

If at this point you cannot choose one of the alternatives on the basis that there is some reason to
believe that it will best accomplish the purpose,
Otherwise combine all lists to come
then do a + b.
where there are alternatives
out with one list
choose one.

—

a)

Determine your value system.

b)

Use value system to turn list into a list of all
In other words, if one
positive alternatives.
of the alternatives is one that is contradictory
or non-desirable, use values to change it so it
is not.

b.

Organize the attributes into a rational order of steps.
1.

Determine which implications are not necessary for
the methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike
them from list.

.
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Determine which implications are contained
in others
and note that.
Determine which implications can be
combined to make one step and give those a
name.
3.

Ask which implication you would have to accomplish
first in order to accomplish the rest.

A.

Write it out as first step.

5.

Ask which implication would now be first, given the
first one is accomplished.

6.

Write it down as second step.

7.

Do this process until all major implications are
accounted for.

8.

Order any substeps by cycling through

9.

Check to see if order has logical flow to it.

3-7.

10.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
procedurally

11.

Check completion of ordering by asking others (at
least one) to give an ordering of implications with
explanation of why, if possible, without showing
them your ordering.
This can be verbal or written,
depending on the resources available.

12.

Do a revised ordering based on responses from 11.

13.

Give revised ordered list to others experienced in
problem area and ask them to critique it.

1A.

Do a final ordering and write it out.

c.

Add in any steps or functions that are implied by the
existing steps at the same level of abstraction.

d.

Identify anchoring steps for methodology.

e.

Write out final list to be used throughout rest of
methodology.

D.

Determine the amount of completeness and test for it.

E.

terms of
Examine the logic of the step under development in
subpurpose and main purpose.

.
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F.

Fill in the gaps that are found and then recycle to VI. E.
If no gaps, go on to VI. G.

G.

Examine the logic of entire methodology and its parts in
terms of main purpose in light of the step under development
.

H.

Redesign step and/or methodology and recycle to VI. G.
no gaps, then go to VI. I.

I.

Recycle to VI. A. until you feel that further applications
of VI will not produce sufficient improvement to warrant
spending of resources.
One may also go on to VII. A. as
well as going back to VI. A.

If

—

VII.

Test and then revise the purpose and/or procedures if necessary.
A.

Field test methodology; if necessary, redesign (use Step
VI).

B.

Conclusion-oriented research of methodology; if necessary,
redesign (use Step VI)

:
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Metamethodology
Draft VII
October, 1973

I.

Put methodologist in contact with problem using one of two
methods

— use interests of the methodologist
method — use Coffing Client-Demand Methodology

A.

Simple method

B.

Complex

If at any time you find yourself reading any of the steps
below and nothing is happening, try the following four
steps

[N.B.

:

II.

1)

Identify all the roles necessary in this use of Metamethodology.

2)

Define these roles.

3)

Determine the sequence in which the roles should be taken
on by the user.

4)

Do each of these roles in the sequence determined above.]

State the purpose by analyzing the area and determining a purpose
that will solve the problem.
A.

B.

Investigate the problem area.
1.

Read the literature in the area.

2.

Talk to people who work in the area.

3.

Examine work being done in the area.

4.

Brainstorm about the problem area.

5.

problem area,
Try out tools that already exist in

piece (focus).
Narrow down area into manageable

.
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C.

Investigate purposes within the chosen piece of the problem

area.

III.

1*

Brainstorm purposes that will solve the chosen problem.

2.

Read the literature applicable to the chosen problem.

3.

Ask others for purposes they think will solve the
chosen problem.

D.

If more than one purpose has resulted from the previous
step, then choose the most appropriate one.

E.

Check chosen purpose against following two criteria:
1.

Check purpose to see that it is not trivial.

2.

Check purpose to see if it really solves the problem
you have in mind

3.

If purpose fails to meet one of the above criteria,
revise it until it meets them both.

F.

If resources warrant, show purpose to others for their
critique based on the above two criteria.

G.

(If you can
Write out purpose and commit yourself to it.
to E.
and
recycle
then
revise
you
don't
like
it,
say why
to
go
on
then
like
it,
don't
If you can't say why you
Step III.)

Test the purpose by the following criteria:
A.

Is purpose desirable?
1.

Use one of the following methods
use Complex Method.
a)

—

where not obvious

Simple Method
i)

ii)

iii)

Answer question yourself with rationale
Get diverse groups to answer question

Check notes from previous literature review
area
and check any other literature on the
desirable.
to see if purpose is

.
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Complex Method
Methodology

b)

2.

B.

use Coffing Client-Demand

Revise the purpose if necessary.

Is purpose operationalizable?
1.

Use

Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts"

[N.B.

2.

C.

—

It is not necessary to do a complete operationalization at this point.
It is only necessary
to find if the purpose can be operationalized.]

Check A in light of operationalization and revise
necessary

if

Is purpose practicable?
1.

Answer question yourself in terms of
a)

Is the development of a methodology practical

given this purpose?
b)

2.

Is the methodology once developed a practical
way to accomplish the purpose?

Get diverse groups to answer question.
a)

Methodologists answer question of C.l.a)

b)

Methodologists and potential users answer question
of C.l.b)

3.

D.

Revise the purpose if necessary and recycle through A
and B; otherwise go to D.

Are existing methodologies insufficient?
1,

Test in following way:
a)

b)

c)

Search area for existing methodologies.
Take found methodologies and test them against
If they all fail go
definition of methodology.
to Step IV.
Are they designed to accomplish your purpose?
If not go to Step IV.
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d)

Does any one of them accomplish your purpose?
If not go to Step IV.

e)

Are these practical?
If not go to Step IV.

f)

Are they desirable?

(See if they are used.)

If all are not, go to Step

IV.
g)

2.

IV.

Is any one complete?
is not.)

(You may work on it if it

Revise the purpose and recycle through tests if
necessary.

Once all answers to III are yes, then analyze implications of
the purpose for the development of methodology.
(This is a way
of identifying the attributes that the methodology must have.)
A.

(Hutchinson
Use following method to analyze implications.
says "Problem implies its own solutions." In this case, the
implications of the purpose supply first approximation of
gross methodological elements.)
1.

a)

Imagine and write down in what ways you could fail
to accomplish the purpose.

b)

Imagine and write down in what ways you can accomplish the purpose, avoiding all the problems.

c)

d)

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write down
what is happening.
i)

ii)

For each element determined through b +
determine all possible alternatives to
accomplish the purpose.

c,

Create one list from all the lists generated
For those dimensions
in the previous step.
their statements so
change
generated in a.
or procedures to
procedure
that they state a
identified.
originally
solve the problem they
,

iii)

Test the completeness of the above list by
using one or more of the following methods
dimensions.
to generate alternative lists of
each
For
Then examine these new lists.
in d.ii)
produced
dimension not on the list
it to
add
list,
above that you want on that

.
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the list.
Add any other dimensions to the
list that you think of while doing this

process which are not already on the list
and which you want on the list.

2.

B.

1)

Ask others to do steps a - c.

2)

Think up alternatives which have nothing
to do with this purpose and consider
whether they do or not.

3)

Go back to list generated in b and c, and
consider again whether any of those should
be on list and add any new ones.

4)

Ask yourself if your alternatives have any
alternatives to them.

5)

Ask what bad alternatives exist that are
not on this list and how they could be
changed to good alternatives.

6)

Use the possible methodologies generated
in Step III.D.

7)

Use any other tests of your own choosing.

Choose the initial set of major processes for the
methodology.
a)

Look over the list of dimensions and choose those
which you feel will accomplish the purpose.

b)

Combine together any dimensions that appear to go
together

c)

Write out a new list with any combined dimensions
listed together.

Organize the attributes into
1.

2.

a

rational order of steps.

Determine which implications are not necessary for the
methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike them
from list.

Determine which implications are contained in others
Determine which implications can be
and note that.
one step, and give those a name.
make
to
combined

.
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a)

Combine any dimensions on the list which
are
related and define a single process when
combined
but are not logical substeps of each
other.

b)

Create a major step naming this process and list
the combined dimensions as substeps of this.

3.

Ask which implication you would have to accomplish first
in order to accomplish the rest.

A.

Write it out as first step.

5.

Ask which implication would now be first, given that the
first one is accomplished.

6.

Write it down as second step.

7.

Do this process until all major implications are
accounted for.

8.

Order any substeps by cycling through

9.

Check to see if order has logical flow to it.

3-7.

10.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
procedurally

11.

Write out a revised list.

12.

Check completion of ordering by asking others (at least
one) to give an ordering of implications with explanation of why, if possible, without showing them your
This can be verbal or written, depending
ordering.
on the resources available.

13.

Do a revised ordering based on responses from 12.

14.

Give revised ordered list to others experienced in
problem area for critique.
a)

Write out purpose of methodology.

b)

Write out following statement:
Please critique the list of steps designed to
accomplish the above purpose and point out those
steps that you do not understand, steps you feel
should be left out, and any steps, concepts
and/or ideas that you feel should be added.

.
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c)

15.

Present a copy of the above two
statements along
with a copy of the steps to each of
the individuals
who will critique these steps.

Do a final ordering and write it out.

C.

Add in any steps or functions that are implied
by the
2.
existing
steps at the same level of abstraction.

D.

Identify anchoring steps for methodology.
(1.

Putting methodologist in contact with problem.
Testing whether methodology has worked (then recycle).)

E.

V.

Write out final list to be used throughout rest of methodology.

Operationalize the purpose.
A.

B.

The straight analysis technique
1.

Identify the fuzzy concepts in the purpose.

2.

Directly operationalize each fuzzy concept.

3.

Directly operationalize the interaction among fuzzy
concepts

4.

Test the criteria for completeness in a manner of your
choosing and revise them if necessary.

If you are unsatisfied
Review the final set of components.
go to C; otherwise commit yourself to the set of components

and go to Step VI.
C.

D.

VI.

If you are still unsatisfied go to
Revise the components.
D; otherwise commit yourself to the revised set of components
and go to Step VI.

Use Hutchinson's "Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts.”

Design Procedures
[N.B.

Design or redesign can be done at any level of breakdown,
including the highest.)

.

:

.
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A.

Identify the first (next) step to be designed (i.e.
the
first crucial step where it is not clear that the step
would be easy to develop)
,

1.

Examine each step of the initial draft of the methodology for gaps.

2.

When

3.

If

4.

Determine if gap is hard to develop.

5.

a gap is found, determine if it is crucial.
Use
the operationalization of the purpose as criteria to
determine if the gap is crucial.

the gap is not crucial, go back to 1.
to examine; otherwise go to 4.

and continue

a)

Answer this question: When I read this step does
it convey to me what must be done to accomplish It?

b)

If the answer is no, go to B; otherwise go to 5.

Cycle back to 1.
If no gaps were found that fit both
then
identify
criteria
"crucial" gaps and develop
If no "crucial" gaps were found then develop
those.
any gaps.

B.

Identify the step's subpurpose.

C.

Analyze implications of subpurpose in terms of main purpose.
a.

Use the following method to analyze implications of the
subpurpose
1.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Imagine and write down in what ways you could
fail to accomplish the purpose.
Imagine and write down in what ways you can
accomplish the purpose, avoiding all the
problems

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write
down what is happening.
i)

+
For each element determined through b
alternatives
possible
c, determine all
to accomplish the purpose.

.

.
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ii)

Create one list from all the lists generated in the previous step.
For those
dimensions generated in a.
change their
statements so that they state a procedure
or procedures to solve the problems they
originally identified.
,

iii)

Test the completeness of the above list by
using one or more of the following methods
to generate alternative lists of dimensions.
Then examine these new lists.
For each
dimension not on the list produced in d.ii)
above that you want on that list, add it to
the list.
Add any other dimensions to the
list that you think of while doing this
process which are not already on the list
and which you want on the list
1)

Ask others to do steps a -

2)

Think up alternatives which have
nothing to do with this purpose and
consider whether they do or not.

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

2.

c.

Go back to list generated in b and c,
and consider again whether any of those
should be on list and add any new ones.

Ask yourself if your alternatives have
any alternatives to them.
Ask what bad alternatives exist that
are not on this list and how they could
be changed to good alternatives.

Use the possible methodologies generated
in Step III.D.
Use any other tests of your own choosing.

for the
Choose the initial set of major processes
methodology
a)

and choose those
Look over the list of dimensions
purpose.
you feel will accomplish the

b)

that appear to
Combine together any dimensions
go together.

.
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Write out a new list with any combined dimensions
listed together.

c)

b.

Organize the attributes into a rational order of steps.
1.

Determine which implications are not necessary for
the methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike
them from list.

2.

Determine which implications are contained in others
and note that.
Determine which implications can be
combined to make one step, and give those a name.
a)

Combine any dimensions on the list which are
related and define a single process when combined
but are not logical substeps of each other.

b)

Create a major step naming this process and list
the combined dimensions as substeps of this.

3.

Ask which implication you would have to accomplish
first in order to accomplish the rest.

4.

Write it out as first step.

5.

Ask which implication would now be first, given the
first one is accomplished.

6.

Write it down as second step.

7.

Do this process until all major implications are
accounted for.

3-7.

8.

Order any substeps by cycling through

9.

Check to see if order has logical flow to it.

10.

11.

Check to make sure all implications are stated
procedurally

Check completion of ordering by asking others (at
with
least one) to give an ordering of implications
showing
explanation of why, if possible, without
This can be verbal or written,
them your ordering.
depending on the resources available.

12.

responses from 11.
Do a revised ordering based on

13.

experienced in
Give revised ordered list to others
problem area for critique.
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a)

Write out purpose of step under development and
methodology.

b)

Write out following statement:

Please critique the list of steps designed to
accomplish the above purpose and point out those
steps that you do not understand, steps you feel
should be left out, and any steps, concepts
and/or ideas that you feel should be added.
c)

14.

Present a copy
with a copy of
development to
critique these

of the above two statements along
the processes of the step under
each of the individuals who will

processes.

Do a final ordering and write it out.

c.

Add in any steps or functions that are implied by the
existing steps at the same level of abstraction.

d.

Identify the anchoring steps for the step under development at this time.

e.

Write out final list to be used throughout rest of
methodology.

D.

Determine the amount of completeness and test for

E.

Examine the logic of the step under design in terms of
subpurpose and main purpose.

F.

Fill in the gaps that are found and then recycle to VI. E.
If no gaps, go on to VI. G.

G.

Examine the logic of entire methodology and its parts in
terms of main purpose in light of the step under development.

H.

I.

J.

it.

Redesign step and/or methodology and recycle to VI. G.
no gaps, then go to VI. I.

If

Recycle to VI. A. until you feel that further applications
warrant
of VI will not produce sufficient improvement to
spending of resources.
the methodBefore going to VII, write out a new draft of
result of VI.
a
as
date
ology including all changes made to

.
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[N.B.

VII.

One may conduct a field test as well as running
through VI by using the data obtained in the field
test to help out in the development procedures.]

Test and then revise the purpose and/or procedures if necessary.
A.

B.

Field test the methodology.

—

!•

Determine what is to be field tested
methodology or the entire methodology.

2.

Determine the simplest field test not already done on
the subject of the field test.

3.

Write out the purpose (of the methodology or the part
to be tested) and its operationalization.

4.

Determine your goals for the field test.
If this is
not easy to do, use the Goals Process from the
Fortune/Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology.

5.

Develop the measures for the field test from the
operationalization of the purpose and your goals.
If this is not easy to do, use the Measuring Process
from the Fortune/Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology.

6.

Do the field test and carry through the observations.

7.

Use the data to revise the methodology or the part by
recycling to Step VI.

a part of the

Conclusion-oriented research of methodology: if necessary,
redesign (use Step VI)
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APPENDIX

B

Data from the Application of Metamethodology:

"Instructional Simulation Design Methodology"

I
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Poten tial Simulation Design Methodologies

Johns Hopkins University

:

A.

Research into content

B.

Development of model based on the research

C.

Development of the game based on the model

D.

1.

Its (game's) establishment and continuous tie-in with
the research findings

2.

The development of the prototype model

3.

Continuous testing effort

A.

Revision of the game as

Key dimensions for game
1.

The polar dimensions of intellectual strategy versus
role playing

2.

Length of game

3.

Complexity of game

A.

Competitive aspects of the game: includes whether
competition is between teams or individuals or
individuals versus some model of the world

Nova Group

A.

B.

a result of the testing

:

Guiding activities
1.

Activity of game enjoyable to players

2.

Are specified learning outcomes being achieved?

Initial phase

—

two approaches
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1

Search for some expert, office which
contributed in
an academic discipline, some form
of instruction that

.

appears gameable

2.

Search throughout school system for various
aspects
of instruction which a game would make
more enjoyable
and could be converted into one

Final phase
1

.

Rough game is built

2.

Rough game is tried out

3.

Revision based on tryout

4.

Revision is tried out

5.

Further revisions if necessary

Abt Associates, First Edition:

Formal Process
A.

B.

C.

Systems analysis of substantive problems, process, situation
to be taught
1.

Specify educational objectives

2.

Problem space subjected to systems analysis

3.

Sequential analysis is done

4.

Decision analysis is done

—

Given above model, model is transformed
Simulation design
into a human-player simulation or game
1.

Model translated into social drama

2.

Some degree of simplification is done

3.

Game teams, player objectives, allowable activities,
win/lose criteria and rules are developed

Refinement

—

problems
This is test playing which corrects
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1.

2.

I nformal

Design/trade-off decisions are
made
a)

Realism versus simplification

b)

Concentration versus comprehensiveness

c)

Melodramatic motivation versus
analytical calm

Educational games operate within rigid
temporal,
spatial and behavioral constraints
a)

Game for 20 or 30 students in one large
room for
maximum of 50 minutes

b)

Physical violence or loud outbursts must be
avoided

Process

A.

Define area to be simulated

B.

Identify critical processes to be developed into game

C.

Simplify processes so they are gameable

D.

Identify roles for players

E.

Bring above elements into congruence

Abt Associates, Second Edition

:

Step 1:

Define design objectives.

Step 2:

Determine the scope of the game in terms of the issues
to be examined, its setting in time, and its geographic
area.

Step 3:

Identify key actors in the process, whether individuals,
groups, organizations, or institutions.

Step 4:

Define the objectives of the actors in terms of wealth,
power, influence and other rewards.

Step 5:

Determine the actors' resources, including the game
information each receives.

.
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Step 6:

Determine the decision rules, or criteria, that actors
use in deciding what actions to take.

Step

Determine the interaction sequence among the actors.

7

:

Step 8:

Identify external constraints on the actions of the
actors

Step 9:

Decide the scoring rules or win criteria of the game.

Step 10:

Choose form of presentation (board game, role playing)
and formulate sequence of operations.

Twelker's Design of an Instructional Simulation System

:

1.

Define instructional problem.

2.

Describe the operational educational system.

3.

Relate operational system to instructional problem.

4.

Specify behavioral objectives.

5.

Generate criterion measures.

6.

Determine appropriateness of simulation.

7.

Determine type of simulation required.

8.

Develop specifications for simulation experience.

9.

Develop simulation system prototype.

10.

Try out simulation system prototype.

11

Modify simulation system prototype.

.

12.

Conduct field trial.

13.

Make further modifications.

.
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Results from IV.A.l.d.ii)

(1)

To determine if roles are needed.

(2)

If necessary,

(3)

To make sure desired learning takes place.

(4)

To make sure desired experience takes place.

(5)

To choose a learning objective that is important.

(6)

Determine the learning objective.

(7)

Define the learning objective.

(8)

Develop the experiential techniques.

(9)

Test to see if the learning objective is met.

to develop roles as needed.

(10)

Test to see if any other effects are happening.

(11)

Correct any problems found by the tests.

(12)

Use defined learning objective specified by curriculum.

(13)

Check to see what simulated experiences exist already for that
learning objective.

(14)

Do trial run of simulation to see if it runs smoothly.

(15)

Do trial run of simulation to make sure participants are happy

with participating in simulation.
(16)

Ask an expert in the field to specify all the dimensions that

make up the learning objective.
(17)

Check the literature for definitional meaning of the learning

objective
(18)

exists in.
Create the reality that the learning objective

.
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(

19 )

Create an off beat experience that could lead one to the learning

objective
(

20 )

a.

Choose an area in which you want to develop an instructional
simulation.

b.

Narrow the area down so that you have

c.

Analyze the sub-area for all possible learning objectives

a

manageable sub-area.

and clusters of learning objectives.
d.

Choose the learning objective or cluster of objectives around

which you will develop your instructional simulation.

.
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Ms.

Priscantelli's List

(1)

If learning objective is fuzzy.

(2)

If after simulation was finished,

(3)

If

objective wasn't learned.

the developer failed to develop an effective
simulation after

using the methodology.
the methodology isn't effective as a development
tool.

(-0

If

(5)

The learning objective is clear.

(6)

The simulation is successful in bringing about the learning

of

the objective.
(7)

The methodology is effective as a tool for developing effective

simulations
(8)

(10)

The developer is developing the methodology for simulations with

problems that aren't insurmountable.
(9)

The methodology is helping him to define his learning objective
to workable terms.

The methodology is helping him to explore many alternative ways
of structuring the simulation

(helping him out of structured

thinking and into a bit of creativity).

2

1

Results of IV. A.

(5)

(

6)

Choose a learning objective that is important.

Determine the learning objective.
(20)

Choose an area in which you want to develop an

a.

instructional simulation.

Narrow the area down so that you have

b.

a

manageable

sub-area.
c.

Analyze the sub-area for all possible learning

objectives and clusters of learning objectives.
d.

Choose the learning objective or cluster of objectives
around which you will develop your instructional simulation.

(21)

Determine that the learning objective is

a

workable one

for a simulation.
(23)

(7)

Research the content area.

Define the learning objective,
(16)

Ask an expert in the field to specify all the dimensions
that make up the learning objective.

(17)

Check the literature for definitional meaning of the
learning objective.

(8)

Develop the experiential technique.
(18)

objective exists in
Create the reality that the learning

82

.

.
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(19)

Create an off-beat experience that could lead one to the
learning objective.

(22)

Explore alternative ways of structuring the simulation.

(24)

Use research to develop alternative ways to structure the

simulation
(25)

Based on the learning objective, choose the alternative

you feel will best teach it.
(26)

Further develop the structure to a complete simulation.
Things to be considered:

role-playing, length of game,

complexity of game, competitive aspects of game.
(28)

Identify the critical processes for (to be developed into)
game

(9)

(10)

(1)

To determine if roles are needed.

(2)

If necessary,

to develop roles as needed.

Test to see if the learning objective is met.

Test to see if any other effects are happening.
(27)
(4)

Do trial run of simulation to see if it runs smoothly.

(15)

are
Do trial run of simulation to make sure participants

happy with participating in the simulation.

(11)

Correct any problems found by the tests.
data.
Revise the simulation based on trial run

Do another

allow— continue this
trial run and revision if resources
step until resources are exhausted.

.

.
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R esults from IV. B. 3-8, 11 and 15

Instructional Simulation Design Methodology
Draft I
1.0

(For Developmental Purposes Only)

Determine the learning objective.

2.0

1.1

Choose an area in which you want to develop an instructional
simulation

1.2

Research the content in the area.

1.3

Narrow the area down so that you have a manageable sub-area;
use the research and your interests to choose a sub-area.

1.4

Analyze the chosen sub-area for all possible learning
objectives and clusters of learning objectives.

1.5

Choose the learning objective or cluster around which you
will develop your instructional simulation.

1.6

Determine that the learning objective or cluster chosen is
appropriate for a simulation and whether you still want to
develop a simulation for it. Do not go past this point
until you have a learning objective or cluster that fits
If you do not have one, either
the above two criteria.
stop using the methodology or recycle to the appropriate
step

Define the learning objective using "The Operationalization of
Fuzzy Concepts." Either or both of the following two steps may
be added or substituted for Step 3 in "The Operationalization of
Fuzzy Concepts."
2.1

Check the literature for definitional meaning of the
learning objective.

2.2

Ask an expert in the area to specify all the dimensions
that make up the learning objective.
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Develop the experiential technique.
3.1

Explore alternative ways of structuring the simulation.
A number of ways for generating the alternatives follow.
3.1.1

Use the research done previously to suggest
alternative ways to structure the simulation.

3.1.2

Create the reality that the learning objective
exists in.

3.1.3

Create an off-beat experience that could lead
one to the learning objective.

3.2

Based on learning objective’s definition, choose the
alternative structure you feel will best accomplish the
learning objective.

3.3

Identify the critical processes to be developed into the
simulation: role playing, length of simulation, complexity
of simulation, competitive aspects of simulation, interaction of participants, debriefing, and resources needed to
accomplish simulation.

3.4

Further develop the structure to a complete simulation
based upon the results of 3.3 and all previous research.

4.0

Collect the following data and any
Field test the simulation.
other data desired in one or more field tests.

5.0

4.1
5.1

To what extent is the learning objective met?

4.2

What other effects are being caused by simulation, either
directly or indirectly?

4.3

Check to see if simulation runs smoothly.

4.4

Make sure participants are happy with participating in
the simulation.

Correct any problems found by the test.
data.
Revise the simulation based on field test

5.2

field test.
If resources permit, do another

1

5.3

Revise based on field test.

5.4

Continue to recycle through 5.2 and 5.3 until resources
for this step are exhausted.
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Results from VI .C. a. l.d) li)

(1)

—

First

r.y rlo

Determine if there is a real life situation
analogous to the
learning objective.

(2)

Identify the essential structural aspects of the
real life
situation

(3)

Test the completeness of the description of the real life

situation.
(4)

Be sure the situation is one which happened or could happen.
It should not be abstract.

(5)

Be sure people and their desired behaviors are included in the

description of the situation.
(6)

Identify the real world situation.

(7)

Spell out what the real world situation is in as much detail as

possible
(8)

If the situation is a complex one, deal with it piece by piece

first identifying the major components, then the components of

major ones, etc.
(9)

Be sure that the interactions of all structures, people, compo-

nents, etc., are spelled out in the description.
(10)

Identify the most important aspects of the situation

— i.e.,

those things that cannot be left out of the situation in order
for a similar situation to occur.
(11)

a.

Spell out the real world situation as specifically as

possible, but in the abstract.
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b.

Create two hypothetical situations to fit the above
abstraction.

c.

Look for the similarities of the two to identify the
important aspects of the situation.

(12)

Identify the people in the situations and their behaviors.

(13)

Identify the essential people in the situation and their

essential behaviors.
(14)

Create a structural description of the situation that includes
the essential physical atmosphere, all necessary people and

their necessary behaviors and behavior patterns.

Results from VI.C.a.2

(1)

Determine if there is

a real life

—

First Cycle

situation analogous to the

learning objective.

(2)

Identify the essential structural aspects of the real life
situation.

(3)

Test the completeness of the description of the real life

situation.
a.

Be sure people and their desired behaviors are included in
the description of the situation.

b.

Be sure that the interactions of all structures, people,

components, etc., are spelled out in the description.
c.

Be sure the situation is one which happened or could happen
It should not be abstract.

(4)

a.

Identify the people in the situation and their behaviors,

b.

Identify the essential people in the situation and their

essential behaviors.

(5)

Identify the real world situation.
a.

Identify the most important aspects of the situation

i.e.

in
those things that cannot be left out of the situation

order for a similar situation to occur.

—
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b.

Create a structural description of the situation that includes
the essential physical atmosphere, all necessary people and

their necessary behaviors and behavior patterns.
c.

Spell out what the real world situation is in as much detail
as possible.

(6)

If

the situation is a complex one, deal with it piece by piece

first identifying the major components, then the components of
the major ones, etc.

.

Results from VI .C.b. 3-8 ,10 and Vl.C.e

—

First Cycle

Determine if there is at least one real life situation analogous
to the learning objective.

Identify one real life situation.

If the situation is a complex one, deal with it piece by piece
by first identifying the major components, then the components of
the major ones, etc.

Create a structural description of the situation that includes
the essential physical atmosphere, all necessary people and their
necessary behaviors and/or behavior patterns.
4.1

Spell out what the real life situation is in as much detail
as possible.

4.2

Spell out the people in the situation.

4.3

4.2.1

Identify the people in the situation and their
behaviors

4.2.2

From the above list identify the essential people
and their essential behaviors.

Identify the most important aspects of the situation i.e.,
those things that cannot be left out of the situation in
order for a similar situation to occur.

real life
Test the completeness of the description of the
situation.

5.1

happened or could happen.
Be sure the situation is one which
It should not be abstract.

5.2

behaviors are included in
Be sure people and their desired
the description of the situation.

5.3

of all structures, people,
Be sure that the interactions
the situation.
components, etc., are spelled out in

.
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Results fro m VI.C.a.2

—

Second Cycle

(1)

Determine the participants necessary for
the simulation.

(2)

Determine the type of equipment needed.

(3)

Determine the physical setting needed.

(4)

Determine the prior preparation needed to implement the
structure

(5)

Outline the debriefing needed to tie the experience to the
learning objective.

(6)

Determine the minimum time needed for actually running the
experience.

(7)

Be sure the situation can be tied to the learning objective.

(8)

If

ordinary and you want to consider it as an alternative,

cycle back to the previous step to develop the outline for
the structure; otherwise cross it out.
(9)

Make sure that the characteristics that made these structures
"out of the ordinary" are still contained in the outlines.

(10)

Developer imagines and writes down all possible situations in

which the students could gain an experience of the learning
objective.
(11)

Developer has individuals who might be familiar with the learning
objective write down a list of situations in which knowledge of
the learning objective can be gained from experience.

(12)

Developer combines list of all possible situations into one list.
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(13)

Systematically develop one or more alternatives; i.e., choose
one, develop those things necessary, then recycle until it is

no longer serviceable.
(

14 )

Check to see if any of the situations on the list are ordinary.

.
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Results from VI.C.b.3-8 and Vl.C.e -- Second Cycle

Imagine and write down all unusual situations in which the
students could gain knowledge of the learning objective from
experiencing the situation.

2.0

If resources permit, have individuals who have experience with
the learning objective create a list of unusual situations for

the objective.

3.0

Combine all lists of unusual situations into one list.

4.0

Check to see if any of the situations on the list are ordinary.

5.0

(not unusual) and you want to consider it as an
alternative, return to Step 3.1.2 to develop the structure of
the situation.

6.0

Develop the structures of one or more of the unusual situations.

If ordinary

6.1

Choose the unusual situation for which you will develop
the situation.

6.2

Be sure this unusual situation can be tied to the learning

objective.
6.3

Do the following tasks in order to develop the structure
for the situation.

6.3.1

Determine the types of actions of the participants
for the situation.

6.3.2

Determine the type of equipment needed for the
situation

6.3.3

Determine the physical setting for the situation.

6.3.4

experience
Outline the debriefing needed to tie the
to the learning objective.
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6.4

Determine if you want to develop the structure for another
situation on the list.
If so go to 6.1; otherwise go to
7

7.0

•

0

•

Make sure that the characteristics that made these structures
"out of the ordinary" are still contained in the outlines.
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1.0

Determine the learning objective.
1.1

Choose an area in which you want to develop an instructional
simulation.

1.2

Research the content in the area.

1.3

Narrow the area down so that you have a manageable sub-area;
use research and your interests to choose sub-area.

1.4

Analyze the chosen sub-area for all possible learning
objectives and clusters of learning objectives.

1.5

Determine the clientele for the simulation.

1.6

Choose the learning objective or cluster around which you
will develop your instructional simulation.

1.7

Determine that the learning objective or cluster chosen is
appropriate for a simulation and whether you will want to
develop a simulation for it. Do not go past this point
until you have a learning objective or cluster that fits
If you do not have one, either
the above two criteria.
or recycle to the appropriate
methodology
the
using
stop

2.0

step.

of
Define the learning objective by using "The Operationalization
the following
Fuzzy Concepts" by Hutchinson. Either or both of
"The Operain
3
Step
for
substituted
two steps may be added or
tionalization of Fuzzy Concepts."

2.1

meaning of the
Check the literature for definitional
learning objective.

2.2

all the dimensions
Ask an expert in the area to specify
that make up the learning objective.
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3.0

Develop
3.1
the experiential technique.
Develop a number of possible outlines for the structure of
the experiential technique, utilizing the following procedures.
3.1.1

Use the research done previously to suggest
alternative ways to structure the simulation.

3.1.2

Create the reality that the learning objective
exists in.
3.

1.2.1

Determine if there is at least one real
life situation analogous to the learning
objective.

3.

1.2.

Identify one real life situation.

2

3. 1.2. 3

If the situation is a complex one, deal with
it piece by piece by first identifying the
major
1.2.components, then the components of the
major ones, etc.

3. 1.2. A

of the
Create
1.2. a structural description
essential
situation that includes the
physical atmosphere, all necessary people
and their necessary behaviors and/or
behavior patterns.
3.

A. 1

Spell out what the real life
situation is in as much detail
as possible.

3.

A. 2

Spell out the people in the
situation.
3. 1.2. A.

2.1

3. 1.2. A. 2. 2

Identify the people
in the situation
and their behaviors.

From the above list
identify the essential people and
their essential
behaviors.

5

,
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3. 1.2. 4. 3

Identify the most important
aspects of the situation— i.e.
those things that cannot be left
out of the situation in order
for a similar situation to occur.

3. 1.2. 4. 4

Outline the type of debriefing
needed to tie simulation to the
learning objective.

1.2. 4.

3.

3. 1.2. 5

Combine the above into a unified
description.

Test the completeness of the description of
the real life situation.
3.

1.2.5. 1

Be sure the situation is one
which happened or could happen.
It should not be abstract.

3.

1.2. 5. 2

Be sure people and their desired
behaviors are included in the
description of the situation.

3.1.3
3. 1.2. 5. 3

Be sure that the interactions of
all structures, people, etc.,
are spelled out in the situation.

Create an off-beat experience that could lead one to
the learning objective.
3.

1.3.1

3. 1.3. 2

3. 1.3. 3

3.

1.3.4

Imagine and write down all situations that
are other than ordinary (unusual) in which
the students could gain knowledge of the
learning objective from experiencing the
situation.
If resources permit, have individuals who
have experience with the learning objective
create a list of other than ordinary
situations for the objective.

Combine all lists of other than ordinary
situations into one list.

Check to see if any of the situations on
the list are ordinary.

5

7

.

4

4
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3. 1.3.

1.3.6

If ordinary (not unusual) and
you want to
consider it as an alternative, return to
Step 3.1.2 to develop the structure of the
situation
6.1

Develop the structures of one or more of
the other than ordinary situations.

3.

3.

1.3.

3. 1.3. 6. 2

Determine the types of actions
of the participants for the
situation.
Be sure this other than ordinary
situation can be tied to the

learning objective.
3. 1.3. 6. 3

Do the following tasks in order
to develop the structure for the

situation.
3.

1.3. 6. 3.1

Determine the types
of actions of the
participants for the
situation.

3. 1.3. 6. 3. 2

Determine the type
of equipment needed
for the situation,
if any is needed.

3. 1.3. 6. 3. 3

Determine the physical setting for the
situation.

3. 1.3. 6. 3.

Outline the debriefing needed to tie
the experience to
the learning objective.

3. 1.3. 6.

Determine if you want to develop
the structure for another situaIf so go to
tion on the list.
7.0
to
go
6.1; otherwise

3. 1.3.

Make sure that the characteristics that made
these structures "out of the ordinary are
still contained in the outlines.
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3.2

Based on learning objective's definition, choose the
alternative structure you feel will best accomplish the
learning objective.

3.3

Identify the critical processes to be developed into the
simulation: role playing, length of simulation, complexity
of simulation, competitive aspects of simulation, interaction of participants, debriefing, and resources needed to
accomplish simulation.

3.4

Further develop the structure to a complete simulation based
upon the results of 3.3 and all previous research.

4.0

Field test the simulation.
Collect the following data and any
other data desired in one or more field tests.

5.0

4.1

To what extent is the learning objective met?

4.2

What other effects are being caused by simulation, either
directly or indirectly?

4.3

Check to see if simulation runs smoothly.

4.4

Check to make sure participants are happy with participating
in the simulation.

Correct any problems found by the tests.
5.1

Revise the simulation based on field test data.

5.2

If resources permit, do another field test.

5.3

Revise based on field test.

5.4

resources for
Continue to recycle through 5.2 and 5.3 until
this step are exhausted.

